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Quantitative models are increasingly being used to interrogate the metabolic path-
ways that are contained within complex biological processes, and at a higher level, these
models are used to explore questions in evolution with complex physiological processes
absent in typical, idealized population genetic models. In this work, we focus both on
the application of quantitative models in evolution and the development of new quan-
titative methods for metabolism. An overview of constraint-based modeling and its
purview in the field of metabolic modeling is given in Chapter 1. By using a simple
version of constraint-based modeling known as flux balance analysis (FBA), we eluci-
date patterns that occur in gene-gene interactions of deleterious mutations (Chapters 2
and 3). Because many biological problems relate to systems that are not well-suited
to FBA, especially when establishing a physiologically accurate flux is desirable, we
address the problem of estimating metabolic fluxes using constraint-based models and
readily available gene expression data by developing a new methodology and software
(called FALCON; Chapter 4). We then take advantage of the FALCON method by using
it in the development of approaches that enable the simulation of beneficial mutations
and reveal some of the influences that metabolic networks bring to bear on the study of
adaptation (Chapter 5).
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There has been a surge of interest in understanding the regulation of metabolic net-
works involved in disease in recent years. Quantitative models are increasingly be-
ing used to interrogate the metabolic pathways that are contained within this complex
disease biology. At the core of this effort is the mathematical modeling of central
carbon metabolism involving glycolysis and the citric acid cycle (referred to as en-
ergy metabolism). Here we discuss several approaches used to quantitatively model
metabolic pathways relating to energy metabolism and discuss their formalisms, suc-
cesses, and limitations 1.
The accumulated amount of biochemical work carried out over the years has elab-
orated complex metabolic systems and networks. This information includes the net-
work architecture encoded in chemical reactions that are carried out by metabolic en-
zymes and the kinetic parameters that determine reaction mechanisms involved in each
of these chemical reactions. Application of this knowledge has led to tremendous pre-
dictive capability in characterizing metabolic regulation in normal physiology including
the growth of unicellular organisms and the successful simulation of energy metabolism
in healthy red blood cells. However, there are far fewer instances in which these models
have been applied to the characterization of pathophysiology. Applying our knowledge
of metabolic regulation to the investigation of disease states such as cancer or neurode-
generation is currently a scientific frontier. In this review, we will revisit several classic
techniques for the mathematical modeling of metabolic pathways and discuss instances
1This chapter is taken from material in Shestov et al. 2. Brandon Barker is the primary author of all
material found herein.
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where their application to biomedical science is beginning to yield fruitful dividends.
1.1 Linear Systems, Flux Balance Analysis
Linear models are mathematical models that contain a set of algebraic equations
based on the stoichiometric relationships that define conservation relationships within a
metabolic network. Linear models, to our knowledge, were first applied to biochem-
ical systems in 1961 by Howard Shapiro [10]. Shapiro discussed the possibility of
using optimization in biochemical linear models in a 1969 publication [11]. In 1984,
a model incorporating glycolysis and the TCA cycle was employed running a variant of
Dantzigs algorithm with the assumed biological objective of minimized free energy dis-
sipation [12, 13]. An enduring research program was initiated by Bernhard Palsson half
a decade later [14, 15]. One of Palsson’s early works showed that growth maximiza-
tion in an E. coli model could correctly match 86% of 79 gene essentialities examined
[16]. Subsequent modeling in S. cerevisiae was able to closely predict growth rates and
exometabolic fluxes in various media, and nearly capture the in vivo phosphate/oxygen
(P/O) ratio of 0.95 with a simulated P/O value of 1.04, showing that models of eukary-
otes were also feasible [17]. If one chooses the biological objective function to reflect the
appropriate physiological demands then it is possible to predict features of adaptation;
this was shown to be the case for growth optimization in several E. coli mutants [18].
By this time it had become apparent that linear models held much promise, particularly
when coupled with optimization.
2
1.2 Genome Scale Modeling
Today, when we refer to linear models, we most often mean Constraint Based Models
(CBMs). We refer to a CBM as any model making use of the stoichiometric matrix,
S, as a linear matrix constraint, e.g. SF = 0, where F is a flux vector2. In fact, this is
a nearly universal constraint, as it guarantees conservation of mass during steady state
processes such as exponential growth or tissue maintenance [19]. Other constraints com-
monly used include reversibility constraints when the direction of a reaction is known
for physiological conditions of interest, bounds on the uptake of nutrients or eﬄux rates
due to regulation or physiology, or bounds on enzyme reactions when the maximum
enzyme velocity Vmax is known.
Because these constraints give rise to an underdetermined system, it will not be
possible to identify a unique solution for the flux vector. A unique solution is often de-
sirable as it allows investigators to analyze a putative metabolic phenotype. Indeed, this
is one of the more convenient features of linear optimization: the ability to get mean-
ingful solutions without explicitly taking into account any, or at least very few, free
parameters. Flux Balance Analysis, or FBA, assumes a linear combination of fluxes to
be maximized or minimized (Figure 1.1). In microbes, perhaps the most popular FBA
objective has been growth maximization, which consists of the biomass precursors and
products formulated as a single pseudo-reaction. Additionally, an ATP maintenance
constraint should be formulated as a sink reaction with the molar ATP required to keep
one gram of dry weight biomass living for one hour [20]. This empirically determined
constraint, although assumed, is less discussed, perhaps due to its dependence on indi-
vidual strains and environments. We note that for many expression-based methods in
the CBM framework, the ATP maintenance constraint is not required (see Table 1.1 and
2F is usually used to denote a steady state flux, whereas v is used for fluxes more generally. In much
of the genome-scale constraint-based modeling literature, v is used in all cases
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Figure 1.1: A simple geometric illustration of an FBA problem (a). Constant constraints
on the Fi limit the feasible solution to an n-dimensional cube (shown in grey). Further
linear constraints from the S matrix create a cone of feasible solutions (blue). Linear
programming algorithms find an optimal solution on a vertex (illustrated with orange
circle). Depiction of a simple metabolic network with compartmentalization and its
associated stoichiometric matrix (b, c). The three compartments denoted with subscripts
b, e and c represent the boundary, extracellular environment, and cytosol, respectively.
The boundary is what separates the model from its environment, and mass balance is
not assumed at the boundary; this allows for the implementation of source and sink
reactions.
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Figure 1.2 for examples). Fixed biomass objectives by themselves also have some un-
desirable qualities; biomass composition likely has some measure of variability based
on genetic background and environment. Robust FBA attempts to address this problem
by allowing some variation in the biomass composition, as determined by variation of
empirical assays of biomass [21]. Despite these caveats, FBA has recently been found
to not only predict growth in microbes, but also has good agreement with gold standard
13C flux assays in vivo when the growth objective is used along with ATP synthesis
maximization and minimization of absolute fluxes [7].
Minimization of absolute flux is a commonly used objective employed alongside
other objectives, forming a minimax problem (i.e. finding the minimum absolute flux
profile among all flux profiles that maximize biomass). This approximates the biological
goal of being efficient with enzyme production costs and enzyme crowding constraints
while also guaranteeing that no thermodynamically impossible loops are present, that
is, ruling out some fluxes that might otherwise violate Kirchoffs loop rule [8, 25]. This
constraint will work whenever a sink reaction, such as growth, is being optimized. How-
ever, maximizing an internal flux, as in Flux Variability Analysis [22], could still result
in internal cycles [25]. Initial thermodynamic approaches involved nonlinear optimiza-
tion [26, 27, 35, 36]. Constraints satisfying Kirchoffs loop rule were later developed
that were faster and more generally applicable than prior methods [25, 37]. Still, these
involve integer constraints that put this problem in a slower class of algorithms than
the convex minimized absolute flux problem. When available, thermodynamic data is
valuable; it can not only be used to guarantee there are no internal cycles, but can also
aid in determining reaction direction and potential regulatory targets [25, 35, 38, 39].
Application of this framework to concentration data allows unmeasured metabolite con-
centrations to be inferred and global concentrations to be resolved at the organelle level
[36]. CBMs have also found use in tracing individual atoms through pathways, which
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Table 1.1: Families of methods for constraint-based models. Broad classes of methods
are described, along with references to some individual implementations or studies.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of fluxomics tools. Important to fluxomics are
both the mathematical and computational tools for nonlabeled and labeled techniques,
as well as the analytical methods used to obtain data and parameters. In the cur-
rent work we focus only on nonlabeled genome-scale steady state and related ana-
lytical methods, but a full description can be found [2]. Sequence data is employed
in the construction of organism models, whereas proteomics and expression data find
use in the creation of tissue or cell-type-specific models. High-quality expression data
such as RNA-seq and ribosomal footprinting are beginning to find uses in flux predic-
tion. Several prominent genome-scale techniques include flux balance analysis (FBA),
minimization of metabolic adjustment (MoMA), energy balance analysis (EBA), Ex-
Pas (extreme pathways), and elementary mode analysis (EMA). Nonlabeled techniques
along with genome-scale analysis include biochemical kinetics modeling tools to study
metabolic and signaling networks and their regulation architecture with established tools
like metabolic control analysis (MCA) and global sensitivity analysis (GSA). Additional
sensitivity analysis should be conducted, e.g., with Monte-Carlo techniques like Markov
chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC, Bayesian) analysis to check the reliability of extracted
metabolic parameters, including fluxes.
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provides a more appealing framework for performing Metabolic Flux Analysis (MFA;
discussed below) on stable isotope data due to the lack of bias compared to typical MFA
models, which are often an order of magnitude smaller than genome-scale reconstruc-
tions [40]. Recent insightful work has made it possible to simplify the computational
complexity of loopless FBA to be nearly the same as conventional FBA, but some math-
ematical difficulties must still be overcome before bounds on exchange fluxes can be
suitably incorporated for genome-scale modeling [19, 41].
The metabolism of different tissues within the same organism is diverse; whereas
the metabolism in liver is anabolic, neurons or red blood cells have a much more limited
catabolic regime [28, 42, 43].The creation of tissue specific models for multicellular or-
ganism has become an important problem, and several automated algorithms taking as
inputs tissue expression data and a generic model for the organism have been developed
[28, 29, 30]. Coupling multiple cellular models together will enable multi-scale model-
ing of tissues in multicellular models or entire ecosystems for microbes [42, 44, 45, 46].
Automated generation of metabolic networks from genome sequence and pathway
databases, especially in prokaryotes, has been developed [47, 48, 49, 50]. This will offer
many advantages to modelers: a starting point for curated models (a draft reconstruc-
tion is estimated to often take several months even in prokaryotes), a means for doing
population or ecological simulation [46], and personalized genomic modeling for pa-
tients with metabolic syndromes such as cancer where both the patient and possibly the
disease have diverse genotypes [51, 52]. Eukaryotic models are somewhat more diffi-
cult to generate due to the necessity of protein localization and metabolite transporter
information [47]. Automatic reconstruction going beyond enzymatic gene information,
such as rFBA models, should also be possible [53, 54]; the automated generation of
Boolean and higher-order discrete regulatory models using time-series expression data
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has been explored as well, though to date these regulatory models have not been coupled
to metabolic reconstructions [55, 56, 57, 58]. These approaches and other families of
genome-scale methods are discussed in Table 1.1.
Several approaches have been used in applying CBMs to cancer and the Warburg
effect, the preference for glycolytic ATP production over glucose-derived mitochondrial
ATP production in cancer cells [59, 60, 61]. An important study working with a sim-
plified, small model of central-carbon metabolism showed that, while the TCA cycle
predicts better ATP yield than glycolysis when only available glucose is considered as
a constraint, the addition of enzyme solvent-capacity constraints creates a preference
for ATP synthesis through glycolysis [61]. More recently, the work of Vazquez et al.
was extended to include a genome-scale model along with enzyme solvent-capacity
constraints, which was able to show significant correlations between fluxes and expres-
sion in the NCI-60 cell line panel, as well as predicting an intermediate state in cancer
metabolism transition exhibiting a temporary increase in OxPhos that was supported
by two prior experimental observations [60]. All of these approaches correctly pre-
dicted lactate production. Concurrent research on predicting cancer targets by screening
for simulated negative epistasis in cancer tissue-specific models that have at least one
known-drug target and no known effect on normal tissue revealed many epistatic in-
teractions [52]. A related study confirmed one of these synthetic lethalities between
hemeoxygenase and fumarate hydratase, a mutation found in certain kidney cancers
[62]. The recent publication of Human Recon 2 promises to aid in the understanding
of many human diseases; already 65 cell-type specific models based on it are available,
and the model reports 77% accuracy in identifying metabolic markers across 49 inborn
errors of metabolism [63]. Although this model is a great step forward in consolidating
much of the knowledge about human metabolism, it is only one of many steps to come.
For instance, this model is still primarily only amenable to steady-state approaches,
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lacks corresponding enzyme-regulatory and signaling architecture, and has introduced
more dead-end metabolites than it removed (1,176 versus 339).
1.3 Conclusions for the State of Linear and Genome-Scale Models
Kinetic models for smaller pathways are possible when the data are present, but many
energetic questions concern the entire cell, leaving only incorporation of CBMs as a
viable option. The original efficiency and ease of use of FBA have helped propagate
a field of more diverse algorithms that are often tractable on todays computers using
the same modeling and software frameworks [64, 65]. Numerous methods and success-
ful applications in energy metabolism exist, including prevalent diseases such as heart
disease, cancer, and Alzheimers [66].
Multiscale models, as were used in the Alzheimers models, will undoubtedly be-
come more common. At the intracellular scale, CBMs are also beginning to incorporate
information other than metabolic stoichiometry [67, 68, 69]. A whole cell model for
Mycoplasma genitalium incorporating information about all classes of macromolecu-
lar synthesis and degradation, in addition to stoichiometric and regulatory information,
found a non-stochastic coupling between metabolism and the cell-cycle where DNA
replication rates depended on the concentration of dNTP [68]. Models like these are not
easy to build, but substantial endeavors are underway to assist in their draft construction
and refinement, and together with an increase in use of jamboree meetings of organ-
ism and model experts and online collaborative tools, will likely aid in creating public
models of higher quality and the understanding of many biological processes outside the
traditional scope of metabolism [48, 63, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74].
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CHAPTER 2
DYNAMIC EPISTASIS FOR DIFFERENT ALLELES OF THE SAME GENE
Epistasis refers to the phenomenon in which phenotypic consequences caused by muta-
tion of one gene depend on one or more mutations at another gene. Epistasis is critical
for understanding many genetic and evolutionary processes, including pathway organi-
zation, evolution of sexual reproduction, mutational load, ploidy, genomic complexity,
speciation, and the origin of life. Nevertheless, current understandings for the genome-
wide distribution of epistasis are mostly inferred from interactions among one mutant
type per gene, whereas how epistatic interaction partners change dynamically for dif-
ferent mutant alleles of the same gene is largely unknown. Here we address this issue
by combining predictions from flux balance analysis and data from a recently published
high-throughput experiment. Our results show that different alleles can epistatically in-
teract with very different gene sets. Furthermore, between two random mutant alleles
of the same gene, the chance for the allele with more severe mutational consequence
to develop a higher percentage of negative epistasis than the other allele is 50-70% in
eukaryotic organisms, but only 20-30% in bacteria and archaea. We developed a popu-
lation genetics model that predicts that the observed distribution for the sign of epistasis
can speed up the process of purging deleterious mutations in eukaryotic organisms. Our
results indicate that epistasis among genes can be dynamically rewired at the genome
level, and call on future efforts to revisit theories that can integrate epistatic dynamics
among genes in biological systems1.
1This chapter is published as Xu et al. [9]. Brandon Barker and Lin Xu contributed equally to this
work. It is additionally available in Xu [75, chapter 4].
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2.1 Introduction
Epistasis between two deleterious mutations is positive when a double mutant causes a
weaker mutational defect than predicted from individual deleterious mutations, and is
negative when the double mutant causes a larger defect [76, 77]. In a population with
sexual reproduction, positive epistasis alleviates the total harm when multiple deleteri-
ous mutations combine together and thus reduces the effectiveness of natural selection
in removing these deleterious mutations, whereas negative epistasis can lower average
mutational load by efficiently purging deleterious mutants [78]. As a consequence, se-
lective elimination of deleterious mutations would be especially effective if negative
epistasis is prevalent. It is important to understand the distribution of epistasis among
mutations, which plays a central role in genetics and theoretical descriptions for many
evolutionary processes [76, 77].
Tremendous efforts have been put into genome-wide measurements for the sign
and magnitude of epistasis among different genes in various species [79, 80, 81, 82,
83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90]. A series of high-throughput experimental platforms
have been developed, such as synthetic genetic array (SGA; Costanzo et al. 79, Tong
et al. 80), diploid-based synthetic lethality analysis with microarrays [81, 82], synthetic
dosage-suppression and lethality screen [83, 84, 85], and epistatic miniarray profiles
[86, 87, 88]. The epistatic relations in these experiments were mostly measured based
on one mutant type (deletion mutant) per gene. Few studies constructed multiple mutant
alleles for single genes to examine the dynamics of epistatic relations among genes un-
der different genetic perturbations. As a consequence, the global landscape of epistasis
for different alleles of the same gene remains largely uninvestigated.
We address this issue by exploring epistatic differences among alleles in the same
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gene for a large part of the genome by combining experimental data with mathemati-
cal modeling using flux balance analysis (FBA). FBA involves the optimization of cel-
lular objective functions and allows prediction of in silico flux values and/or growth
[8, 91, 92]. FBA has been used to investigate the fitness consequence of single-deletion
mutants [93, 94] and epistatic relations between metabolic reactions, genes, and func-
tional modules [34, 95, 96, 97]. The FBA predictions show good agreement with
genome-wide experimental studies [23, 24, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. One essen-
tial advantage of FBA modeling is that it can simulate epistasis between genes based on
different genetic mutants. Using this platform, together with data from a recently pub-
lished experiment [79], we were able to show that epistasis can be rewired among genes,
and that the sign of epistasis can change dramatically at the global scale, depending on
the mutant alleles involved in the processes. Our study provides a genome-wide picture
on the dynamic epistatic landscape of various mutant alleles for the same gene.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Epistatic Relations Between Genes Are Largely Allele-
Specific.
We first used the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae metabolic reconstruction iMM904
[91] to examine the distribution of epistasis under various genetic mutant alleles. The
reconstruction is a genome-scale metabolic model, having 904 metabolic genes associ-
ated with 1,412 reactions. For each gene, we simulated genetic perturbations that retain
the corresponding flux from 90% to 0% in decrements of 10% of its WT (optimal) flux.
As a result, 10 different single mutants per nonessential gene and nine different single
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mutants per essential gene (the 0% flux mutants in these genes represent lethal deletion
for which epistasis cannot be calculated) were simulated. We computed the fitness of
the single mutants and double mutants with any possible pairwise allele combination of
different genes. These data were used to infer the epistatic relationships among genes.
In total, over 40 million simulations were conducted. To investigate the dynamics of
epistasis among genes, we calculated the percentage of shared epistatic interaction part-
ners between any two mutants within the same gene. Two mutant alleles are defined to
share an epistatic interaction partner (a mutant from another gene) if they both epistat-
ically interact with this mutant and the signs of epistasis are the same. The percentage
of shared epistatic interaction partners between two mutants is calculated as the number
of their shared epistatic interaction partners divided by the sum of their total epistatic
interaction partners. As shown in Figure 2.2.1A, our results indicate that the percentage
of shared epistatic interaction partners between two mutants of the same gene decreases
as the flux difference between them increases. Two mutants of the same genes could
have as low as only ≈ 20% overlap between their epistatic interaction partners, indicat-
ing that the epistatic profile of a gene is largely dependent on the mutant types used. Our
results also show that the average number of epistatic interaction partners per gene do
not affect this conclusion (Figure A.1). Interestingly, there are cases where the sign of
epistasis between two genes can even change under varying mutant types (an example
is in Figure A.2, and all pairs with reversed sign of epistasis are listed in Dataset S1).
However, such events are rare (≈ 1.2% of all gene pairs that show epistatic interactions).
Furthermore, we repeated the above FBA analysis for another species, Escherichia coli,
and the results confirmed the above trend (Figure A.3).
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Figure 2.1: Epistatic relations between genes are allele specific. (A) FBA simulation
results for the distribution of the percentage of shared epistatic interaction partners be-
tween two mutant alleles within the same gene. Solid and broken lines represent mean
and 95% confidence intervals, respectively. (B) The cumulative distribution for the per-
centage of shared epistatic interaction partners between two mutant alleles within the
same gene based on real experimental data. Two broken lines represent 10% and 20%
of shared epistatic profiling, respectively.
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In a recently released high-throughput experiment that measured genome-wide
epistatic relations among genes in S. cerevisiae [79], there were 43 mutant pairs hav-
ing two different mutant alleles of the same gene (Dataset S2), each of which were
experimentally crossed with 3,885 array gene deletion mutants to explore their epistatic
relations in the genome. In total, over 200,000 double mutants were experimentally
constructed. This dataset provides the most comprehensive experimental source for
investigating the epistatic landscape of different mutant alleles in the same gene. Fig-
ure 2.2.1B shows the empirical cumulative distribution for the percentage of shared in-
teraction partners between mutant pairs within the same gene. Our results indicate that
more than 50% of mutant pairs within the same gene have less than 10% overlap of their
epistatic interaction partners, and ≈ 90% mutant pairs have less than 20% overlap (Fig-
ure 2.2.1B). As shown in Dataset S2, the functions of genes used in the experiments are
very diverse, and not restricted to metabolic functions as genes in the FBA model. Nev-
ertheless, the result from experimental studies confirms our FBA modeling prediction
that different mutant alleles of the same gene can have very distinct epistatic interaction
partners in the genome. In addition, the conclusions are robust under various epistasis
thresholds (Figure A.1).
2.2.2 Sign of Epistasis for Individual Genes Depends on Mutation
Severity.
The relative prevalence of positive vs. negative epistasis is of tremendous importance for
understanding many evolutionary processes [76, 77, 78]. In the following we addressed
this issue for different alleles of the same gene. Based on the above high-throughput
experimental dataset, we calculated the percentage of negative epistasis for each mutant,
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defined as the number of negative epistatic partners for this mutant divided by the overall
number of its epistatic partners. We then compared the percentage of negative epistasis
between different mutant alleles of the same gene in the experiment. Among 43 mutant
pairs in the study, 35 mutant pairs have significantly different fitnesses between two
mutants of the same gene. As shown in Figure 2.2.2A left, 21 mutant pairs (60%) show
that alleles with more severe defects have a higher chance than the other allele in the
same gene to develop negative epistasis in the genome.
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Figure 2.2: Mutant alleles in the same gene with more severe defects tend to have a
higher percentage of negative epistasis in yeast. (A) The two matrices represent all mu-
tant pairs identified in real experimental data (left) and FBA simulation (right) (fitness
difference |∆ f | ≥ 0.01; epistasis threshold | | ≥ 0.01). Each cell represents one mutant
pair within the same gene. The color bar to the right represents the normalized percent-
age of negative epistasis for the mutant allele with more severe defects (percentage of
negative epistasis for the mutant allele with more severe defects divided by the sum of
percentage of negative epistasis for two mutant alleles). Red and yellow colors repre-
sent that mutant allele with more severe defects in the same gene has higher and lower
percentage of negative epistasis than the other allele, respectively. (B) Distribution for
the number of mutant pairs among randomly selected 35 pairs where mutants with more
severe defects have higher percentage of negative epistasis. The arrow represents the
observed number for the mutant allele pairs within the same genes. (C) The percentage
of mutant pairs in which the mutant allele with more severe defects in the same gene has
a higher percentage of negative epistasis under various fitness difference and epistasis
thresholds during FBA simulations.
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To see if this result could be caused by a systematic trend in the high-throughput
experiments, we randomly selected 35 pairs of mutants from distinct genes that have the
same fitness level for single-deletion mutant and fitness difference between two mutants
as the above 35 pairs of mutants within the same genes, and compared their relative
prevalence of negative epistasis. The permutation was repeated 100,000 times, and the
result is depicted in Figure 2.2.2B. Among all repeats of randomly selected 35 mutant
pairs, only a small percentage (4.1%) have 21 or more mutant pairs where the mutant
with more severe defects has a higher chance than the other mutant to develop negative
epistasis in the genome, indicating that our observation for different mutant alleles of the
same gene is not likely caused by the overall pattern in the high-throughput experiments.
Using results from the above FBA simulation, we also confirmed the same pattern
that between mutant alleles of the same gene, the mutant allele with more severe defect
is more likely than the other allele to develop negative epistasis in the genome (Fig-
ure 2.2.2A, right). Indeed, an even higher percentage of mutant allele pairs in the FBA
simulation (≈ 70%) than in real experiments (60%) support this conclusion. To avoid
possible bias from the definition of epistasis and fitness differences between mutant al-
leles in the FBA simulation, we repeated the calculations based on multiple criteria and
our conclusion remains the same (Figure 2.2.2C).
Our observation is surprising given that previous results based on virus models or
gene network simulations proposed a totally opposite pattern at the genome level, i.e.,
mutations with larger mutational defects are more likely to develop positive epistasis
[104, 105, 106, 107, 108]. We further used the FBA simulations to explore the dynamics
of epistasis for various mutant alleles of the same gene in different species. High-quality
genome-wide metabolic networks in three bacteria (Escherichia coli [109], Salmonella
typhimurium [110], and Helicobacter pylori [111]), one archaea (Methanosarcina bark-
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eri [112]), and another single-cell eukaryote (Plasmodium falciparum [113]) were used
in our simulation. As shown in Figure 2.3, when two mutant alleles of the same gene
are compared, in 22%, 17%, 32%, and 19% of cases for E. coli, S. typhimurium, H. py-
lori, and M. barkeri, respectively, mutant alleles with more severe defects display higher
percentages of negative epistasis than the other allele, indicating that more deleterious
mutant alleles in the same gene indeed tend to develop positive epistasis in these species.
However, these numbers are significantly smaller than that of yeast and another eukary-
otic organism, P. falciparum (52%). The conclusion is robust under various epistasis
thresholds (Figure A.5).
2.2.3 Self-Purging Mechanism for Deleterious Mutations at the
Population Level
Our above results indicate that between two random mutant alleles of the same gene,
the chance for the allele with more severe mutational consequence to develop a higher
percentage of negative epistasis than the other allele is 50-70% in eukaryotic organisms,
but only 20-30% in bacteria and archaea. In other words, mutant alleles with more se-
vere defects in the same gene might have a higher chance to develop negative epistasis
in eukaryotic organisms than in bacteria and archaea. We constructed a simple popula-
tion genetic model as in Figure 2.2.3A to address the evolutionary significance of this
observation. The genetic system has two genes: a query gene A, which contains three
different alleles (AS: mutants with severe defects; AD: mutants with weak defects; AWT:
WT), and a gene X, which has two different alleles (mutant, XM, and WT, XWT). We
simulated the ratio of allele frequency between the severe and the weak mutant alleles
in gene A under different probabilities of having negative epistasis between these two
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Figure 2.3: Mutant alleles with more severe defects tend to have a higher percentage
of negative epistasis in eukaryotes than bacteria and archaea. The y axis shows the per-
centage of mutant pairs in which mutant alleles with more severe defects in the same
gene have a higher percentage of negative epistasis than the other allele. FBA simula-
tions were conducted for three bacterial species (E. coli, S. typhimurium, and H. pylori),
one archaea species (M. barkeri), and two single-cell eukaryote species (P. falciparum
and S. cerevisiae). The mean and SEs were based on results from 40 epistasis threshold
values ranging from 0.01 to 0.05.
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alleles and the mutant allele in the gene X.
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Figure 2.4: Increased efficiency of purging deleterious mutations in eukaryotic organ-
isms. (A) The population genetics model for allele frequency changes from generation
to generation. In the figure, ρ and ω represent allele frequency and fitness, respectively.
A and X are genes with different alleles, and  is the epistasis term between mutant types
of different genes. (B) The ratio of the severe to the weak alleles of the A gene in the
50th, 100th, 150th, 200th, 250th, and 300th generations. Colors represent the ratio as
indicated at the bottom. The diagonal line in each panel represents the situation where
the severe and the weak mutant alleles have the same probability of having negative
epistasis in the genome. It is noteworthy to point out that in each panel the ratio of
the severe to the weak alleles decreases, indicating increased efficiency of purging the
severe mutant allele, from the upper right (region I, the weak mutant has more negative
epistasis) to the bottom left (region II, the severe mutant has more negative epistasis)
part of the panel. The arrows A and B are discussed in the text.
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Our results in Figure 2.2.3B depict the simulation results. The six panels in the fig-
ure represent the ratio of AS to AD alleles in the 50th, 100th, 150th, 200th, 250th, and
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300th generations, respectively. Our simulations indicate that if the percentage of neg-
ative epistasis for the severe mutant is kept as a constant, as the percentage of negative
epistasis for the weak mutation increases (as shown by the arrow A), the ratio of the
severe to the weak allele frequency would increase. However, this ratio would decrease,
indicating a faster removal of the severe mutants from the population, in another direc-
tion (as shown by the arrow B), i.e., the percentage of negative epistasis for the weak
mutant is kept as a constant, but the percentage of negative epistasis for the severe mu-
tant increases. Therefore, the distribution for the sign of epistasis among different alleles
of the same gene observed in this study might represent an efficient way for eukaryotic
organisms to purge deleterious mutations from populations.
2.3 Discussion
Our study represents a genome-wide theoretical survey for the dynamics of global
epistatic effects under various mutant alleles of the same gene. We show that the epistatic
profiling of a gene at the genome level is largely dependent on mutant types involved.
Our results indicate that previous conclusions inferring epistatic relations among genes
based on only one mutant type per gene can be greatly improved by using multiple
mutant alleles. More importantly, our study shows that mutant alleles with severe de-
fects have a higher chance to develop negative epistasis in eukaryotic organisms than
in bacteria and archaea. It has been speculated that eukaryotic organisms might have
more negative epistasis due to their increased complexity over prokaryotic organisms
[114, 115]. Even if this hypothesis is true, however, our results for different mutant
alleles of the same gene cannot be directly inferred from this complexity argument.
Even though the mechanism underlying our observation remains to be determined,
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we argue that such distributions for negative epistasis among different alleles of the same
genes have significant evolutionary consequences, as shown in our population genetics
simulations (Figure 2.2.3). The origin and maintenance of sexual reproduction remains
one of the central issues in evolutionary biology. Population genetics models have been
proposed to explore the impact of epistasis on the maintenance of sexual reproduction
[116, 117, 118, 119]. The mutational deterministic hypothesis posits that sex enhances
the ability of natural selection to purge deleterious mutations by bringing them together
into single genome through recombination [116]. This explanation requires the preva-
lence of negative epistasis at the genome level. Here we found that the mutations with
larger deleterious defects within the same gene have a higher chance to develop negative
epistasis in eukaryotic organisms than bacteria and archaea. The model we proposed in
Figure 2.2.3, which is based on the population genetics theory from Kondrashov [116],
indicates that such distribution of negative epistasis among different alleles of the same
gene in eukaryotic organisms might lead to more efficient purging of deleterious mu-
tations from populations, thus providing a previously unappreciated evolutionary ad-
vantage for sexual reproduction. We emphasize that these findings do not necessarily
provide sufficient evidence to explain the cause for the emergence of sexual reproduction
during evolution.
Although we found several unique characteristics regarding the global epistatic land-
scape of different mutant alleles in the same gene, three caveats need to be addressed.
First, the FBA modeling used in this study, which has been successfully applied to var-
ious research problems [34, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97], includes only metabolic genes in the
simulation. However, results from our analysis on the experimentally defined epistatic
relations among ≈ 0.2 million double mutants comprising ≈ 4,000 S. cerevisiae genes,
which nearly represent all functional categories in the budding yeast, confirmed our
major FBA modeling predictions.
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Second, even though FBA is one of the most comprehensive computational tools
for simulating epistatic interactions among genes, there are still many aspects that can
be improved to aid in capturing the full set of empirical genetic interactions [53]. For
example, rules for transcriptional regulation and physical interactions can be integrated
into the current FBA framework to improve its accuracy [120]. In addition, mapping
between individual alleles and metabolic flux reduction is a complex process and diffi-
cult to measure experimentally [121]. It is noteworthy that in our simulations we have
uniformly evaluated fitness consequence based on the percentage of WT flux attainable
in a specific background. Depending on the regulation dynamics of individual genes,
such uniform sampling may be unlikely to correspond to random sampling of mutant
alleles. For instance, a mutation that limits the availability of a ligand that activates an
enzyme following a Hill equation with early saturation may have a very high frequency
of neutral or mildly deleterious mutations compared with a similar enzyme with late
saturation. Nevertheless, uniform sampling in our study is still useful in illustrating the
main evolutionary ideas presented here, which all have to do with relative severity of
mutations rather than their absolute fitness.
Third, measuring the presence of epistasis is subject to a choice of threshold. Does
the flux smoothly influence epistasis, or can epistasis abruptly change or become zero?
We have seen evidence of both trends in our simulations. Though there are many differ-
ent trends in the magnitude of epistasis that we are currently investigating, we present
two cases to explore this issue (Figures A.6 and A.7 and Datasets S3 and S4). How-
ever, based on Figure A.1 and A.5, we have confirmed that our major results are robust
to a variety of epistasis thresholds. As a result, although the choice of thresholds is a
common problem for research on epistasis, we are still confident that our conclusion
is unlikely to be significantly influenced by this factor. With these limitations in mind,
our observations identified several important features for the epistasis among genes, and
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call on future experimental and theoretical efforts to revisit genetics and evolutionary
theories that can integrate epistatic dynamics among genes in biological systems.
2.4 Methods
2.4.1 Experimental Dataset
The experimental data were extracted from a global survey for the epistatic interactions
among genes in S. cerevisiae [79]. In this original SGA study, the authors screened 1,712
S. cerevisiae query gene mutants against 3,885 array gene mutants to generate a total of
more than 5 million gene mutant pairs spanning all biological processes. In each gene
mutant pair, the epistasis value is calculated based on the equation  = Wxy −WxWy, in
which Wxy is the fitness of an organism with two mutations in genes X and Y, and Wx or
Wy refers to the fitness of the organism with mutation only at gene X or Y, respectively.
In addition, a statistical confidence measure (p-value) was assigned to each interaction
based on the observed variation of each double mutant across four experimental repli-
cates and estimates of the background error distributions for the corresponding query
and array mutants. Finally, a defined confidence threshold (| | ≥ 0.01, P < 0.05) was
applied to generate epistatic interactions [79].
2.4.2 Flux Balance Analysis
FBA frames the stoichiometric equations that describe the biological reactions of a sys-
tem as the following matrix equations, which is possible because stoichiometric equa-
tions are linear [8, 91, 92].
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maximize cT v
subject to Sv = dxdt = 0
vlb  v  vub
(2.1)
The vector of concentration change over time ( dxdt ) is found by multiplying the sto-
ichiometric matrix S by a flux vector v. S has columns corresponding to each reaction
in the system, and rows corresponding to metabolites. Typically, one or more enzymes
correspond to each reaction, which allows us to see how a genetic perturbation, such
as a knockout, may affect the system. The vector v consists of reaction fluxes and is
subject to upper and lower bounds vub = (u1, u2 . . . , un)T and vlb = (l1, l2 . . . , ln)T . If we
want to simulate the knockout or knockdown of an enzyme, the fluxes corresponding to
that enzyme can be constrained to be zero or lower than WT, respectively. It is assumed
that the change in concentration over time is at steady state, therefore dxdt = 0 in the FBA
simulation [8].
The linear objective is written in terms of the vi with weight coefficients ci. Modified
versions of COBRA and COBRA2 scripts, popular FBA software packages written for
MATLAB, were used to implement our simulation framework [92]. The method for
calculating a realistic WT flux for a given environment and organism model is taken
from Smallbone and Simeonidis 8. This method, termed geometric FBA, attempts to
choose a flux vector that is close to the average of all optimal flux vectors. The geometric
FBA solution is also a minimal L1-norm solution, which has been previously heralded
as a good choice because it minimizes the total amount of flux needed to achieve the
objective, based on the fact that cells would avoid having much unnecessary flux and
wasted energy [8]. A minimal L1-norm solution is advantageous in this study because
restricting fluxes for mutants based on unnecessarily large WT fluxes may not constrain
the system. Finally, the minimal L1-norm solution avoids the problem of having futile
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cycles, which are thermodynamically infeasible [8].
Mutations of genes are simulated by the use of gene-reaction mapping and flux con-
straints. Enzymes may be involved in multiple reactions (i.e., pleiotropy). Although we
often have Boolean rules describing the relationship between genes in an enzyme com-
plex, it is currently extremely difficult to ascertain the exact contribution of each enzyme
to each reaction [121]. Choosing the simplest unbiased approach, we used gene-reaction
mapping and uniformly constrained the flux through each reaction associated to the gene
being mutated. With one notable exception [34], most research relating to simulation of
mutations with FBA has focused on null mutants [23, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. Our simu-
lation approach, though simplifying the actual dynamics that result in decreased fluxes
in vivo, allows us to see behavior that was not previously possible. To be consistent, we
used the same equation and threshold (| | ≥ 0.01) to calculate epistasis for FBA results
as we did for the experimental data.
2.4.3 Population Genetics Model
A flowchart in Figure A.8 provides more illustration of the simulation procedure. We
constructed a genetic system with a query gene A, which contains three different alle-
les (AS: severe mutant; AD: weakly deleterious mutants; and AWT: WT) and a gene X
that has two different alleles (XM: mutant and XWT: WT). The table in Figure 2.2.3A
explains how genotype frequencies could be calculated from generation T to generation
T + 1 under natural selection. In the figure, ρ and ω represent allele frequency and fit-
ness, respectively. The average fitness in generation T could be calculated [122]. We
simulated the ratio of allele frequency for the severe (AS) to the weak (AD) mutant alle-
les of the A gene under all possible combinations of the percentages of negative epistasis
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for these two alleles, as shown on the x and y axis of Figure 2.2.3B. For each possible
combination in each generation (a specific location on each panel of Figure 2.2.3B),
the following two-step procedure was repeated 1,000 times. First, the epistatic relations
(negative, positive, and no epistasis) between the mutant alleles of the genes A and X
were randomly determined as the following: either A allele is assumed to have 10%
possibility of having epistasis (either positive or negative) with the allele XM [79]; when
A and X alleles do have epistasis, the likelihoods for the epistasis being negative (and
the remaining epistases are positive) are assigned independently for AS and AD alleles
according to their location on Figure 2.2.3B. Second, the fitness of each genotype was
calculated, which was then used to infer the genotype frequencies in the next generation
according to Figure 2.2.3A. The average genotype frequencies among 1,000 random-
izations were then recorded for simulations in the next generation. The ratio of allele
frequency for the severe to the weak mutant alleles of the A gene in each generation was
calculated based on genotype frequencies in that generation.
To make the simulation simple, the initial allele frequencies for the severe, weak,
and WT alleles of the A gene were assumed to be equal (one-third), and the initial
allele frequencies for the mutant and WT of the X gene were also assumed to be equal
(one-half). The fitness was assumed to be 1, 0.99, and 0.98 for the WT, weak, and
severe mutant alleles of gene A, respectively, and 1 and 0.99 for the WT and the mutant
alleles of gene X, respectively. The positive and negative epistasis values between A
and X gene mutants were assumed to be 0.01 and 0.01, respectively. A variety of fitness
differences between the severe and weak alleles and epistasis values have also been used
in the simulations, and the trend remains the same.
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CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC EPISTASIS UNDER VARYING ENVIRONMENTAL
PERTURBATIONS
Epistasis describes the phenomenon that mutations at different loci do not have inde-
pendent effects with regard to certain phenotypes. Understanding the global epistatic
landscape is vital for many genetic and evolutionary theories. Current knowledge for
epistatic dynamics under multiple conditions is limited by the technological difficulties
in experimentally screening epistatic relations among genes. We explored this issue by
applying flux balance analysis to simulate epistatic landscapes under various environ-
mental perturbations. Specifically, we looked at gene-gene epistatic interactions, where
the mutations were assumed to occur in different genes. We predicted that epistasis tends
to become more positive from glucose-abundant to nutrient-limiting conditions, indicat-
ing that selection might be less effective in removing deleterious mutations in the latter.
We also observed a stable core of epistatic interactions in all tested conditions, as well
as many epistatic interactions unique to each condition. Interestingly, genes in the stable
epistatic interaction network are directly linked to most other genes whereas genes with
condition-specific epistasis form a scale-free network. Furthermore, genes with stable
epistasis tend to have similar evolutionary rates, whereas this co-evolving relationship
does not hold for genes with condition-specific epistasis. Our findings provide a novel
genome-wide picture about epistatic dynamics under environmental perturbations.
3.1 Author Summary
Epistasis, often referred to as genetic interactions, occur when mutational effects of
genes depend on each other. Aside from often times complicating the way in which the
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phenotype of an organism relates to its genotype, epistatic interactions (or epistases) are
essential to several important theories in biology, especially in evolution. Due to the
difficulty in experimentally assessing epistasis across an entire genome, we employed
mathematical modeling of the metabolic network of bakers yeast to comprehensively
simulate genetic interactions for virtually all known metabolic genes in the organism.
We performed comprehensive simulations in 17 different environments, which differ by
their nutrients. We characterized a trend that occurs in genetic interactions when yeast
is transferred from a glucose-abundant environment to other environments. We also
found that both the set of genetic interactions present in all conditions and the set of
interactions present in a single environment are fairly large sets with highly different
connectivity. Furthermore, the set present in all conditions tends to consist of gene pairs
with similar evolutionary rates.
3.2 Introduction
Epistasis refers to the phenomenon wherein mutations of two genes can modify each
others phenotypic outcomes. It can be positive (alleviating), or negative (aggravating),
when a combination of deleterious mutations shows a fitness value that is higher, or
lower, than expectation, respectively. For example, a mutation that hampers a pathway’s
function may allow for other mutations in the same pathway without a fitness conse-
quence, resulting in positive epistasis. Conversely, genes or pathways with redundant
functions can give rise to negative epistasis. It is well established that epistasis is im-
portant for the evolution of sex [107, 117, 123], speciation [124], mutational load [125],
ploidy [126], genetic architecture of growth traits [127], genetic drift [128], genomic
complexity [115], and drug resistance [129]. As biological systems in nature have to
face multiple genetic and environmental perturbations, understanding the global land-
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scape and dynamics of epistasis under these perturbations remains an important issue in
the evolutionary field. In an earlier study, we addressed genome-wide epistasis dynam-
ics under various genetic perturbations [9]. In this study, we will investigate the impact
of environmental perturbations on global epistasis dynamics.
How epistatic interactions among genes change in different environmental con-
ditions has been intensively studied in various model organisms, including E. coli
[130, 131, 132], S. cerevisiae [133, 134, 135], C. elegans [136, 137] and D.
melanogaster [138, 139, 140]. The results of these studies, however, are very controver-
sial. While some studies observed increasing positive epistasis under harsh conditions
[131, 135, 138], others have opposite findings [132, 133, 134, 136, 137, 139, 140, 141].
Even within the same species, different experimental studies might have conflicting con-
clusions (e.g. Kishony and Leibler 131, Cooper et al. 132). One possible reason for the
above controversy could have originated from the fact that most studies only looked at
the epistasis dynamics based on a small number of genes, where the properties cannot
be generalized to the entire organism.
The main obstacle to exploring global epistatic dynamics under a variety of environ-
ments is the difficulty of applying high-throughput experimental platforms. To explore
epistasis on a genomic scale, a number of technologies have been developed to sys-
tematically map genetic interaction networks, such as synthetic genetic array (SGA)
[79, 80], diploid-based synthetic lethality analysis with microarrays (dSLAM) [81, 82],
synthetic dosage-suppression and lethality screen [83, 84, 85] and epistatic miniarray
profiles (EMAP) [86, 87, 88]. A key issue for all these experimental studies is that
these epistatic networks have been constructed only under normal laboratory conditions.
However, cells are constantly bombarded by various external environmental stresses.
Epistasis dynamics under these perturbations cannot be predicted based on normal lab-
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oratory conditions. Few studies have constructed epistatic networks under multiple en-
vironmental perturbations. A recent study that has only constructed epistatic networks
for a group of genes with specific functions under one normal and one harsh condition
already requires a large amount of effort [142]. Consequently, genome-scale epistasis
landscapes under a variety of environmental perturbations remain largely uncharacter-
ized.
Here we explored this issue by using Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) to simulate epis-
tasis dynamics among genes under multiple environmental perturbations. FBA involves
optimization of an objective function, commonly growth maximization in microbes,
subject to the reactions and constraints of a metabolic network, which can provide re-
liable predictions [8, 22, 24, 92, 98, 101]. Using this platform, a previous study has
investigated synthetic lethal interactions (one type of negative epistasis) under multiple
environmental perturbations and showed the plasticity of epistatic interactions in the
metabolic networks [95]. Here we examined both positive and negative epistasis using
FBA, and were able to show that at the genome scale epistatic interactions tend to be-
come more positive in nutrient-limiting conditions relative to abundant-glucose media.
In addition, while a large proportion of epistatic interactions can be rewired dynami-
cally under varying environments, there is a core of epistatic interactions that are stable
across all tested environments. We also discovered different network and evolutionary




3.3.1 FBA modeling and simulated growth conditions
We applied the yeast S. cerevisiae metabolic reconstruction iMM904 [91] to examine the
dynamics of epistasis under various environmental perturbations. The reconstruction
has 904 metabolic genes that are associated with 1,412 metabolic reactions. We con-
ducted FBA simulations under an abundant-glucose condition and 16 nutrient-limiting
conditions with the following environmental perturbations. In 15 of these perturbations,
the carbon source (abundant glucose) was replaced by one of the following: acetalde-
hyde, acetate, adenosine 3’,5’-bisphosphate, adenosyl methionine, adenosine, alanine,
allantoin, arginine, ethanol, glutamate, glutamine, glycerol, low glucose, trehalose, and
xanthosine, respectively. These conditions represent a wide variety of nutrient and en-
ergy sources: nucleosides, amino acids, sugars, alcohols, etc. Additionally, we looked
at abundant glucose under limited phosphorus availability.
To ensure that all these environmental conditions have the same growth rates in
the following analyses, we restricted the carbon source or phosphorous uptake levels
for each of the 16 environmental perturbations such that only 20% of the high-glucose
growth rate was attained. This was chosen because it has been shown that metabolism
was directly linked to growth and similar growth rates often induced similar metabolic
pathways [143]. It is therefore important to use a fixed growth rate among different
conditions to control for the relationship between growth rates and the overall metabolic
activity so as not to induce a growth-rate specific effect. The 20% high-glucose level
was chosen because some media types do not support high growth rates, regardless
of the abundance of the nutrient source. In order to estimate epistasis between genes,
we created a mutation for each gene in each condition that restricted the flux to be
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50% of the wild-type flux found by geometric FBA for all reactions associated with
the mutant gene [9]. Epistatic relations between any two genes were calculated under
each condition. We also tested our core findings allowing maximum growth in each
condition (Table S1) and the general trends in our results remained similar, as described
in the following.
3.3.2 More positive differential epistases from rich media to
nutrient-limiting conditions
To directly address how the sign and magnitude of epistases change under nutrient-
limiting conditions, we calculated differential epistasis (d), which is defined as the
epistatic changes from abundant-glucose media to the nutrient-limiting condition for
each gene pair in each growth condition. A gene pair with positive (or negative) differ-
ential interaction under an environmental perturbation is defined as these two genes hav-
ing increasing (or decreasing) epistasis values from the abundant-glucose media to that
condition. Figure 3.3.2A depicts the distribution of differential epistases in two growth
conditions (ethanol and glycerol) as an example. Only genes with |d | ≥ 0.01 in at least
one of the two conditions are included in this figure. As quantified in Table S2, there
are 6.1% and 5.5% of total gene pairs with |d| ≥ 0.01 from abundant-glucose media to
ethanol and glycerol growth conditions, respectively. Among them, a large number of
gene pairs even change their sign of epistasis (Table S2). Simulations in other conditions
show similar effects (Table S2), indicating that epistatic relationships among genes can
be very dynamic between abundant-glucose media and nutrient-limiting conditions.
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Figure 3.1: More positive differential epistases under environmental perturbations. (A)
Heat maps describe the global dynamics of differential epistasis from abundant-glucose
medium to ethanol (left panel) and glycerol (right panel) conditions. Only gene pairs
with |d | ≥ 0.01 in either condition are included in the figure. Different colors represent
differential epistasis values as indicated by the color bar at the bottom. The differential
epistasis values are assigned to be 0.1 (or -0.1) in the heat-maps when it is greater than
0.1 (or less than -0.1). It is noteworthy to point out that the epistasis patterns are indeed
very different between the two conditions (Figure 3.2A). (B) Percentage of positive and
negative differential epistases under ethanol and glycerol conditions. (C) Ratio of pos-
itive to negative differential epistases in each simulated condition. The result from a
high-throughput experiment is also shown. The letters A-P represent acetaldehyde, ac-
etate, adenosine 3’,5’-bisphosphate, adenosyl methionine, adenosine, alanine, allantoin,




We further investigated the sign of differential epistasis from abundant-glucose to
nutrient-limiting conditions. As shown in Figure 3.3.2A, we observed more yellow dots
(positive differential epistasis) than blue dots (negative differential epistasis) in both
panels. Indeed, as quantified in Figure 3.3.2B, 72% and 57% of differential epistases
are positive in ethanol and glycerol conditions, respectively. We further explored all
16 nutrient-limiting conditions and the results are shown in Figure 3.3.2C. In most of
our simulated conditions (13/16), there are significantly more positive differential epis-
tases than negative differential epistases (Binomial test, P < 10-5 for each of the 13
conditions), indicating that epistasis tends to become more positive in nutrient-limiting
conditions. This conclusion does not depend on the criteria we used to define differential
epistasis (Figure B.1).
A recent high-throughput experiment measured epistatic relations between ≈ 80,000
gene pairs with and without perturbation by a DNA-damaging agent (methyl methane-
sulfonate, MMS). The study represents the most comprehensive experimental study so
far to explore epistatic dynamics from a rich medium to a harsh condition [142]. Inter-
estingly, the authors also found more positive differential epistases than negative differ-
ential epistases, which is consistent with our general observation (Figure 3.3.2C). We
further allowed maximum growth in each condition and the general trends in our results
remained similar (Figure B.1).
We found that differential epistasis had functional importance after performing both
Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) en-
richment analyses to compare genes with positive and negative differential epistases
through the glucose-abundant to ethanol transition. We chose the ethanol condition as
an example because it is one of the most widely used conditions for the bakers yeast.
Interestingly, we observed that 38 GO terms and 8 KEGG pathways are enriched for
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positive differential epistasis, while 18 GO terms and 1 KEGG pathways are enriched
for negative differential epistasis (Table S3). More importantly, we found positive and
negative differential epistases uniquely contribute to different aspects of ethanol and
energy metabolism. For example, positive differential epistasis is enriched in mono-
hydric alcohol metabolic processes, oxidoreductase activity acting on aldehyde group
donors, the TCA cycle, and pyruvate metabolism, while negative differential epistasis is
enriched in ethanol metabolic processes and various amino acid terms and pathways, in-
dicating the functional importance of differential epistasis (Table S3). This is consistent
with experimental results that show differential epistatic interactions, rather than static
epistatic interactions, are functionally related to the response of interest [142].
Several system properties were found to correlate with the ratio of the number of
positive to negative differential epistases (Table S4). A strong correlation exists between
the number of essential genes in a given condition and the ratio of positive to negative
differential epistasis on transition from high glucose to that condition (ρ = 0.9056, P
= 1.3905e-006), which was a better predictor than the number of non-zero fluxes in
the wild-type vector for that environment (ρ = 0.7131, P = 0.0019). An even stronger
predictor for positive differential epistasis was the mean relative fitness of single mutants
in the new environment (ρ = −0.9941, P = 6.4340e-015); this anticorrelation suggests
that a propensity for a lower single mutant fitness can cause a shift towards positive
epistasis.
3.3.3 Dynamic epistasis between nutrient-limiting conditions
Figure 3.3.2 explored the epistasis dynamics from abundant-glucose media to nutrient-
limiting conditions. As biological systems in nature constantly face changing envi-
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ronmental perturbations, it is interesting to investigate the epistasis dynamics among
nutrient-limiting conditions. To achieve this aim, we first explored the epistatic rela-
tionship between the same gene pairs in the two environmental perturbations based on
growth in ethanol and glycerol. Figure 3.2A lists the number of gene pairs that have
various epistatic relationships. It is noteworthy to point out that, consistent with previ-
ous published results there are significantly more positive epistases between genes than
negative ones in either condition [34].
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Figure 3.2: Epistasis dynamics between environmental perturbations. (A) Number of
gene pairs with various epistatic relationships between ethanol and glycerol growth con-
ditions. (B) The distribution for the percentages of gene pairs with similar epistasis re-
lation between any 2 of 16 conditions. The frequency is derived from the 120 pairs of
environmental conditions simulated in this study.
If two genes have the same sign of epistasis and | | ≥ 0.01 in both conditions, they
are defined as having similar epistatic relationship in these two conditions. To quantify
epistatic dynamics between ethanol and glycerol growth conditions, we defined the per-
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centage of gene pairs with similar epistatic relations to be the number of gene pairs with
similar epistasis relations shared in these two conditions (overlap) divided by the num-
ber of gene pairs with epistasis in either condition (union). Our results show that 79%
of gene pairs have similar epistasis relations between these two conditions. Figure 3.2B
shows the distribution for the percentages of gene pairs with similar epistasis relations
between any 2 of 16 conditions, demonstrating a variable degree of epistatic similarity
between any two conditions. This conclusion still holds when we used different criteria
to define epistatic relationships between genes (Figure B.3).
To understand the global distribution of all epistatic relations, we considered 16
conditions together and calculated the fraction of epistatic interactions existing in 1,
2, 3, . . . , 15, and 16 conditions, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.3.3A, we found
that there is a U frequency distribution for the number of growth conditions in which a
specific epistatic interaction is observed. This means that approximately 52% of these
interactions are either condition-specific (24%; termed dynamic) or predicted to exist
in all conditions (28%; termed stable), and ≈ 48% is intermediate (exists in multiple
but not all 16 conditions). An analogous result was obtained previously, but only for
synthetic lethal interactions [95]. We also changed the growth assumption and allowed
maximum growth in each condition and reanalyzed the global distribution of all epistatic
relations. The U frequency distribution for the number of growth conditions in which
a specific epistatic interaction is observed remained similar (Figure B.4). Based on the
result in Figure 3.3.3A, we further calculated the ratio of these three types of epistatic
relations in each of the 16 environmental perturbations. As shown in Figure 3.3.3B, we
found that in each environment, ≈ 40-60% of epistatic interactions are stable ones and
that each specific environmental condition also has many private epistases among genes.
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Figure 3.3: The global distribution of epistatic relations under simulated conditions. (A)
Distribution for the number of conditions in which each epistatic interaction exists. Note
that ≈ 28% of epistatic relations are extremely stable (the very right bar) and ≈ 24% are
extremely dynamic (the very left bar). (B) Fraction of three types of epistatic relations
in each of the 16 environmental perturbations, as indicated by the color bar to the right.
The numbers in the brackets represent the number of conditions in which each epistatic
interaction exists, as indicated in (A). The letters A-P represent the simulated conditions
as indicated in Figure 1.
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3.3.4 Different network properties for stable and dynamic epistasis
Analysis on network properties can reveal various organization principles (e.g. fre-
quency of occurrence, centrality) for epistasis networks [79, 80] and therefore provide
valuable information to further distinguish stable and dynamic epistasis. To achieve
this aim, we compared networks formed by extremely stable and extremely dynamic
epistasis among genes and asked whether they have distinct network properties. The
degree distributions for both types of epistasis are shown in Figure 3.4A. Interestingly,
extremely stable epistatic interactions form an exponential network architecture, which
is homogeneous, meaning that most nodes have a very similar number of links (Fig-
ure 3.4A, left panel). In contrast, the extremely dynamic epistatic interactions give rise
to a scale-free network topology, which is heterogeneous, meaning that the majority of
nodes have few links but a small number of hubs have a large number of links (Fig-
ure 3.4A, right panel).
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Figure 3.4: Network properties for the extremely stable and extremely dynamic
epistatic interactions. (A) Degree distribution for genes in two epistatic interaction net-
works. The networks have nodes that correspond to genes and edges that correspond to
epistatic interactions. (B) Three network parameters (the definition of which are shown
in Methods) for two epistatic interaction networks.
In addition, we calculated three network parameters to compare these two types of
epistatic interactions. We found that the network formed by extremely stable epistases
has a smaller shortest path length, a larger clustering coefficient and larger closeness
than the network formed by extremely dynamic epistases (Figure 3.4B). These results
are consistent with the scenario that genes with extremely stable epistasis are directly
linked to most other genes and form an exponential network topology, while genes with
extremely dynamic epistasis form a scale-free network. Our results also show that the
network induced by intermediate epistases have intermediate values of these parameters
compared to that of extremely stable and extremely dynamic epistasis networks (Tables
S5 and S6).
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3.3.5 Co-evolution of genes with epistatic interaction
Gene pairs with epistasis identified in real experiments usually show similar evolution-
ary rates. To investigate whether two genes with predicted epistasis also tend to co-
evolve, we calculated the evolutionary rate differences between two genes with epistasis
from FBA modeling (Figure 3.3.5A). Evolutionary rates (dN/dS) based on orthologous
gene sets from four yeast species of the genus Saccharomyces were downloaded from a
commonly used reference dataset [144]. Simulations based on the same number of gene
pairs with FBA-predicted epistasis were conducted to estimate the evolutionary rate dif-
ferences for any two randomly selected genes. As shown in Figure 3.3.5A, the gene
pairs with FBA-predicted epistatic interactions tend to have more similar evolutionary
rates than random expectation (P < 10-4).
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Figure 3.5: Co-evolution between genes with epistasis. (A) Average evolutionary
rate differences between gene pairs with FBA-predicted epistasis (green), extremely
dynamic epistasis (blue) and extremely stable epistasis (red) are highlighted by three
arrows, respectively. The random simulations with the same number of gene pairs as
each of the three groups were repeated 10,000 times and the frequency distributions are
shown (marked by the same colors as the corresponding arrows, respectively). (B) The
evolutionary rates for genes that are involved in extremely stable and extremely dynamic
epistasis, respectively. The error bars represent standard errors.
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In Figure 3.4 we observed unique network properties for extremely stable and ex-
tremely dynamic epistatic interactions. We further investigate the co-evolution between
genes with these two types of epistatic relationships. As shown in Figure 3.3.5A, genes
with extremely stable epistasis tend to co-evolve (P < 10-4), while the difference be-
tween genes with extremely dynamic epistasis and random expectation becomes much
smaller (P = 0.06). The evolutionary rate difference between gene pairs with extremely
stable and extremely dynamic epistasis is also significant (t-test, P = 8e-6). This differ-
ence is not caused by genes that are involved in extremely stable or extremely dynamic
epistasis, because these two groups of genes do not have significantly different evolu-
tionary rates (t-test, P = 0.796, Figure 3.3.5B).
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Natural selection in nutrient-limiting conditions
Whether a genetic mutation has a fitness consequence depends on other sites, a phe-
nomenon called epistasis (see Lehner 145 for a recent review on molecular mecha-
nisms). Positive epistasis alleviates the total harm when multiple deleterious mutations
combine together and thus reduces the effectiveness of natural selection in removing
these deleterious mutations, whereas negative epistasis plays the opposite role by in-
creasing the efficiency of purging deleterious mutations by natural selection. Results
from this study present an initial glimpse over environment-induced epistasis dynamics
at the genome scale. Using differential epistasis from abundant-glucose to nutrient-
limiting conditions, our results show that epistasis between specific genes can become
more positive or more negative in nutrient-limiting conditions, which is consistent with
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previous findings in small scale studies [130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138,
139, 140, 141]. However, we showed that, at the genome scale, epistasis is more positive
in nutrient-limiting conditions. Interestingly, our simulation results are consistent with a
recent genome-wide study between laboratory and harsh growth conditions [142]. How
epistasis affects selection in harsh conditions has been controversial [146]. Our results
provide the genome-wide evidence arguing that selection might be less effective in re-
moving deleterious mutations in harsh conditions, which could be one of the underlying
reasons for a recent observation that stimulation of a stress response can reduce mutation
penetrance in Caenorhabditis elegans [147].
3.4.2 Network properties and evolutionary patterns for stable and
dynamic epistasis
Our results indicate that epistasis could be extremely stable or dynamic among various
environmental perturbations, which is consistent with a previous FBA study investigat-
ing synthetic lethal relations among non-essential genes [95]. The inclusion of essential
genes in our study allows for investigation on many important metabolic pathways that
were not previously analyzed. Nevertheless, the distribution of epistasis among multiple
environments (Figure 3.3.3A) remains largely unchanged from the previous study [95]
even when essential genes are included.
We also found that stable and dynamic epistatic relationships show totally different
network properties and evolutionary patterns, which might provide new biological and
evolutionary insights. The gene pairs with stable epistases tend to co-evolve with each
other. In addition, from the biological pathway perspective, the smaller shortest path
length and larger closeness values in the stable epistasis network both imply that genes
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with stable epistases tend to be functionally associated with a large number of neighbors
to form a condensed functional network, different from genes in the dynamic epistasis
network that are loosely connected. Furthermore, the large clustering coefficient in the
stable epistasis network also supports the idea that genes with stable epistasis interac-
tions form a network core in the whole epistasis network. Combined with observations
in Figure 3.3.5, this core module of epistasis in the metabolic network might represent
stable functional associations between genes that are essential for important biological
functions and evolutionary conserved even under different environmental perturbations.
The lack of co-evolution pattern and scale-free network properties for the dynamic epis-
tasis network, however, might represent unstable functional associations between genes,
which may only be responsible for unique functions under specific conditions.
3.4.3 Implications and significance for exploring stable and dy-
namic epistasis
Our prediction about stable and dynamic epistasis could have important functional appli-
cations. A recent study showed that the synthetic lethal (negative epistasis) relationship
between fumarate hydratase and haem oxygenase can be employed successfully to iden-
tify an in vitro drug target in hereditary leiomyomatosis and renal-cell cancer (HLRCC)
cells [62]. Exploring both dynamic and stable epistasis could be useful in this con-
text; stable epistatic interactions may be important for drug target detection in cancer or
other pathogens, whereas it may sometimes be necessary to exploit dynamic epistatic
relationships, possibly induced by treatment with an external perturbation.
Furthermore, rational evolutionary design techniques such as OptKnock [148] and
OptGene [149] attempt to find which knockouts will enable a reaction of interest to
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be coupled with growth (i.e. have positive epistasis with growth-associated genes in
a specific environment). However, these techniques do not take into account epistasis
dynamics across different environments. In this study, we have found that epistatic
relations can be highly dynamic under various environmental perturbations, which raises
the possibility to improve these techniques by considering epistasis dynamics in future
studies. Research on using compensatory perturbations to reach desired network states
is ongoing [150].
3.4.4 Caveats and future directions
Though we show several novel insights into how varying environments can influence
epistasis, several caveats should be addressed. First, the FBA modeling used in this
study, which was proven to have great predictive power and has been successfully em-
ployed in addressing numerous research problems [8, 24, 98], only includes metabolic
genes. Second, even though FBA offers the most comprehensive simulation method for
studying epistasis, there are many improvements that can be made in order to capture
the empirically observed set of epistatic interactions [53]. For example, integrating tran-
scriptional regulation and physical interactions into this framework could improve the
current methods in predicting epistasis and other evolutionary processes [120]. Related
to this point, FBA as used herein only considers the steady state and does not take into
account any dynamics or initial conditions, and would necessarily miss any epistatic
interactions that are due to dynamics in the system, such as changing concentrations;
dynamic FBA (which is part of rFBA) might be a solution, but would likely require
about a minimum of two orders of magnitude increase in computation time [20, 53].
Recent work on new objective functions targeting metabolite turnover rather than flux
per se has also proven successful in recovering many epistases that were previously not
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found with FBA [151].
Third, in order to understand the impact of environmental perturbations on epis-
tasis, we used a reductive approach and only considered one mutation type per gene to
simulate the global epistatic landscape in 16 environments. There are countless environ-
ments in nature. Furthermore, different mutations in the same gene and the interactions
between genes and environment can likely have an even more complex impact on the
epistasis dynamics. While it would be ideal to simulate a larger variety of environmental
conditions for multiple mutations of the same gene, the computational cost is a limiting
factor. Our previous study showed that different mutants of the same gene could have
very dynamic epistatic interaction partners in a single environment [9]. In this study,
we chose to use one mutation per gene as we are focusing on addressing how different
environments could affect gene epistasis dynamics. Nevertheless, in order to see how
sensitive our results were, we performed the analysis for our core results by simulating
16 environments using different growth assumption, where the organisms are allowed to
have unrestricted uptake of the limiting nutrient to obtain the maximum growth in that
condition. We found the major trends in our results are largely unchanged (Figures B.1
and B.1; Table S1).
Keeping these issues in mind, our analysis uncovered several prominent features of
epistatic interactions under a variety of environmental perturbations, and call on future
effort to confirm these simulation results using high-throughput experimental platforms.
More importantly, the enrichment of stable and dynamic epistasis provides a new per-
spective to understand how biological systems may rewire epistasis in nature.
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3.5 Methods
Scripts for generating and analyzing the data can be found in the source code
repository located at https://github.com/bbarker/COBRAscripts/. Scripts
and documentation specific to this paper are located in the subdirectory
MyProjects/EnvironmentalEpistasisFBA.
3.5.1 Flux Balance Analysis
Flux Balance Analysis attempts to tackle issues inherent in other methods of metabolic
modeling, such as the need to measure a large number of parameters, slow speed of
simulation, and dependence on initial conditions [22, 152]. Other than needing a fairly
complete understanding of the reactions present in an organism, the only measurements
required to perform a genome-scale metabolic simulation are those for determining
biomass constitution or a gene expression profile [24, 91]. Strictly speaking, FBA is a
particular type of constraint based modeling (CBM). Constraint based modeling frames
the stoichiometry that describe the reactions present in an organism as a matrix equation
with indeterminates (reaction fluxes) subject to constraints [8, 91]. The optimization
problem is described as follows:
maximize cT v
subject to Sv = dxdt = 0
vlb  v  vub
(3.1)
S is a matrix, in which rows and columns correspond to cellular metabolites and
reactions in the reconstructed network respectively. v is the reaction flux with upper and
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lower bounds vub and vlb respectively. Multiplying the stoichiometric matrix S by the
flux vector v equals the concentration change over time ( dxdt ). At steady state, the flux
through each reaction is given by Sv = 0. Further details on the underlying methods can
be found in the literature [8, 9, 34].
The fluxes of mutations employed in this analysis were restricted to be 50% of the
wild-type fluxes found for growth rate maximization by geometric FBA [34]. To find
new conditions with a specified carbon source or other limiting nutrient that achieves
20% of the high-glucose growth rate, we can solve a linear program for the minimiza-
tion of the limiting nutrient uptake while requiring the growth rate to be equal to 20%
of the abundant-glucose growth-rate. For maximum growth rate conditions (Table S1,
Figures B.1 and B.4), we allowed unrestricted uptake of the limiting nutrient to obtain
the maximum growth in that condition, up to the point where it would reach the high-
glucose growth rate. Mutations affecting protein complexes and pleiotropic genes are
handled by uniform restriction across enzymes as described before [9].
3.5.2 Definition of epistasis
In each gene mutant pair, the epistasis value is calculated based on the equation:  =
Wxy −WxWy, in which Wxy is the fitness of an organism with two mutations in genes X
and Y, whereas Wx or Wy refers to the fitness of the organism with mutation only at gene
X or Y respectively. Each fitness listed previously is calculated relative to the wild-type
fitness. Absolute fitness values are determined by the value of the biomass maximization
objective present in the model. Finally, a confidence threshold (| | ≥ 0.01) was applied
to generate epistatic interactions [9, 34, 79]. We also conducted analyses based on a
different threshold for epistasis and the general conclusions still hold in our analysis
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(Figures B.1 and B.3).
3.5.3 Evolutionary rates and network parameters
Evolutionary rates of S. cerevisiae genes were downloaded from supplementary mate-
rials of Wall et al. 144, in which orthologs were defined by four complete genomes of
Saccharomyces species (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Saccharomyces paradoxus, Saccha-
romyces mikatae and Saccharomyces bayanus) and evolutionary rates at synonymous
and nonsynonymous sites were calculated based on a four-way yeast species alignment
for S. cerevisiae genes by PAML. For the distributions in 3.3.5A, we randomly sampled
gene pairs with the same number of gene pairs as in three epistasis networks (epistasis
in all 16 conditions, extremely stable epistasis, and extremely dynamic epistasis, respec-
tively), and calculated the average evolutionary rate differences between random gene
pairs in each of these three sample sets. The simulations were repeated 10,000 times for
each of the three groups, which are color coded to correspond to the epistasis networks
of the same size.
Network parameters such as the shortest path length, clustering coefficient and close-
ness were calculated using the computer software Pajek, downloaded from: http:
//vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek. The shortest path length between
two genes in a network reflects the overall network interconnectedness; the smaller the
average shortest path length is, the higher chance that genes in this network could in-
teract with the other genes. The clustering coefficient of a network is a measurement of
the degree to which nodes in a network tend to cluster together; the larger the average
clustering coefficient is, the more closely the genes are connected, forming modules.
The closeness of a network measures the centrality of nodes within a network; nodes
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that occur on shortest paths with other nodes have higher closeness than those that do
not [153].
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CHAPTER 4
A ROBUST AND EFFICIENT METHOD FOR ESTIMATING ENZYME
COMPLEX ABUNDANCE AND METABOLIC FLUX FROM EXPRESSION
DATA
A major theme in constraint-based modeling is unifying experimental data, such
as biochemical information about the reactions that can occur in a system or the com-
position and localization of enzyme complexes, with high-throughput data including
expression data, metabolomics, or DNA sequencing. The desired result is to increase
predictive capability and improve our understanding of metabolism. The approach typ-
ically employed when only gene (or protein) intensities are available is the creation
of tissue-specific models, which reduces the available reactions in an organism model,
and does not provide an objective function for the estimation of fluxes. We develop
a method, flux assignment with LAD (least absolute deviation) convex objectives and
normalization (FALCON), that employs metabolic network reconstructions along with
expression data to estimate fluxes. In order to use such a method, accurate measures of
enzyme complex abundance are needed, so we first present an algorithm that addresses
quantification of complex abundance. Our extensions to prior techniques include the
capability to work with large models and significantly improved run-time performance
even for smaller models, an improved analysis of enzyme complex formation, the ability
to handle large enzyme complex rules that may incorporate multiple isoforms, and either
maintained or significantly improved correlation with experimentally measured fluxes.
FALCON has been implemented in MATLAB and ATS, and can be downloaded from:
https://github.com/bbarker/FALCON. ATS is not required to compile the soft-
ware, as intermediate C source code is available. FALCON requires use of the COBRA
Toolbox, also implemented in MATLAB.
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4.1 Introduction
FBA (flux balance analysis) is the oldest, simplest, and perhaps most widely used linear
constraint-based metabolic modeling approach [2, 154]. FBA has become extremely
popular, in part, due to its simplicity in calculating reasonably accurate microbial fluxes
or growth rates (e.g. Schuetz et al. 7, Fong and Palsson 18); for many microbes, a simple
synthetic environment where all chemical species are known suffices to allow prolifera-
tion, giving fairly complete constraints on model inputs. Additionally, it has been found
that their biological objectives can be largely expressed as linear objectives of fluxes,
such as maximization of biomass [7]. Neither of these assumptions necessarily hold for
mammalian cells growing in vitro or in vivo, and in particular the environment is far
more complex for mammalian cell cultures, which have to undergo gradual metabolic
adaptation via titration to grow on synthetic media [155]. Recently, there have been
many efforts to incorporate both absolute and differential expression data into metabolic
models [156]. The minimization of metabolic adjustment (MoMA; Segre` et al. 157) al-
gorithm is the simplest metabolic flux fitting algorithm, and it can be extended in order
to allow the use of absolute expression data for the estimation of flux [1], which is the
approach taken in this study.
The MoMA method is framed as a constrained least-squares optimization problem,
is typically employed to calculate the flux vector of an in silico organism after a mutation
by minimizing the distance between the wild-type flux and the mutant flux. The biolog-
ical intuition is that the organism has not had time to adapt to the restricted metabolic
capacity and will maintain a similar flux to the wild-type (WT) except where the per-
turbations due to the mutation dictate necessary alterations in fluxes [24]. Suppose a
is the WT flux vector obtained by an optimization procedure such as FBA, empirical
measurements, or a combination of these. For an undetermined flux vector v in a model
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(vi − ai)2 (4.1)
subject to the stoichiometric constraints Sv = 0 where v = (v1, . . . , vN)T and S is
the stoichiometric matrix (rows correspond to metabolites, columns to reactions, and
entries to stoichiometric coefficients). Constant bounds on fluxes are often present, such
as substrate uptake limits, or experimental Vmax estimates, so we write these as the con-
straints vlb  v  vub. The objective may be equivalently expressed in the canonical
quadratic programming (QP) vector form as min. 12v
T v − aT v. This assumes that each
ai is measured, but it is also possible and sometimes even more useful to employ this
objective when only a subset of the ai are measured (if ai is not measured for some i,
then we omit (vi − ai)2 from the objective). In metabolomics, for instance, it is always
the case in experiments with labeled isotope tracers that only a relatively small subset of
all fluxes are able to be estimated with metabolic flux analysis (MFA; Shestov et al. 2).
Combining MoMA with MFA provides a technique to potentially estimate other fluxes
in the network.
A variant of MoMA exists that minimizes the absolute value of the difference be-
tween ai and vi for all known ai. To our knowledge, the following linear program is the







subject to Sv = 0
vlb  v  vub
∀i : −di ≤ vi − ai ≤ di
di ≥ 0
(4.2)
The di are just the distances from a priori fluxes to their corresponding fitted fluxes.
Linear MoMA has the advantage that it is not biased towards penalizing large magnitude
fluxes or under-penalizing fluxes that are less than one [24, 158]. Additionally, linear
programs are often amenable to more alterations that maintain convexity than a quadratic
program [158].
We wish to apply MoMA to expression data rather than flux data, but there are two
primary problems that must be tackled. First, we must quantify enzyme complex abun-
dance as accurately as possible given the gene expression data. Although there is not
a one-to-one correspondence between reactions and enzyme complexes, the correspon-
dence is much closer than that between individual genes and metabolic reactions. In the
first part of this work, we employ an algorithm that can account for enzyme complex
formation and thus quantify enzyme complex abundance. Second, we must fit real-
valued variables (fluxes) to non-negative data (expression), which is challenging to do
efficiently. To accomplish this, we build on the original MoMA objective, which must
be altered in several ways (also discussed in Lee et al. 1, which lays the groundwork
for the current method). We develop automatic scaling of expression values so that they
are comparable to flux units obtained in the optimization routine. This can be an ad-
vantage over the prior method as it no longer requires the manual choice of a flux and
complex abundance pair with ratio that is assumed to be representative of every such
pair in the system. Related to this, we also implement the sharing of enzyme com-
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plex abundance between the reactions that the complex catalyzes, rather than assuming
there is no competition between reactions catalyzed by the same complex. Reaction
direction assignment enables comparison of fluxes and expression by changing fluxes
to non-negative values. We show that batch assignment, rather than serial assignment
[1] of reaction direction can greatly improve time efficiency. Finally, we employ several
sensitivity analyses and performance benchmarks so that users of the FALCON method
and related methods may have a better understanding of what to expect in practice.
4.2 Methods
Most genome-scale models have attached Boolean (sans negation) gene rules to aid in
determining whether or not a gene deletion will completely disable a reaction. These are
typically called GPR (gene-protein-reaction) rules and are a requirement for FALCON;
their validity, like the stoichiometric matrix, is important for generating accurate predic-
tions. Also important are the assumptions and limitations for the process of mapping
expression data to complexes so that a scaled enzyme complex abundance (hereafter re-
ferred to as complex abundance) can be estimated. We address these in the next section
and have attached a flow chart to illustrate the overall process of mapping expression
of individual genes to enzyme complexes within the greater context of flux estimation
(Figure 4.1). We employ an algorithm for this step—finding the minimum disjunction—
for estimating complex abundance as efficiently and as accurately as possible given the
assumptions (Section C.2).
Consideration of constraint availability, such as assumed reaction directions and nu-
trient availability, is crucial in this type of analysis. In order to work with two sets
of constraints with significantly different sizes in yeast, we wrote the MATLAB func-
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tion removeEnzymeIrrevs to find all enzymatic reactions in a model that are anno-
tated as reversible but are constrained to operate in one direction only. The script then
changes the bounds to allow flux in both directions. The function useYN5irrevs copies
the irreversible annotations found in Yeast 5.21 [1] to a newer yeast model, but could
in principle be used for any two models; by default, this script is coded to first call
removeEnzymeIrrevs on both models before copying irreversible annotations. Ap-
plication of these scripts removes 853 constraints in Yeast 5.21 and 1,723 constraints
in Yeast 7. Despite the significant relaxation in constraints, since nutrient uptake con-
straints are unaffected, FBA only predicts a 1.28% increase in growth rate in the mini-
mally constrained Yeast 7 model. However, in FALCON, we are no longer optimizing a
sink reaction like biomass, and this relaxation in internal constraints proves to be more
important. Constraint sets for Human Recon 2 are described in Figure C.4.
4.2.1 Estimating enzyme complex abundance
Given the diversity and availability of genome-scale expression datasets, either as mi-
croarray or more recently RNA-Seq, it could be useful to gauge the number of enzyme
complexes present in a cell. A recent study found that only 11% of annotated Drosophila
protein complexes have subunits that are co-expressed [159], so it cannot be assumed
that any given protein subunit level represents the actual complex abundance. We for-
malize a model for enzyme complex formation based on GPR rules that are frequently
available in genome-scale annotations.
The original expression to complex abundance mapping procedure [1] performed
a direct evaluation of GPR rule expression values—replacing gene names with their











flux bounds (vlb, vub)
Flux fitting (FALCON)
Reactions:
fluxes (v : µ, σ)
Figure 4.1: Flowchart illustrating the two algorithms used in this paper. The process
of estimating enzyme complex abundance is displayed in detail, whereas the flux-fitting
algorithm (FALCON) is illustrated as a single step for simplicity. First, for each gene in
the model with available expression data, the mean and (if available) standard deviation
or some other measure of uncertainty are read in. Gene rules (also called GPR rules) are
also read in for each enzymatic reaction. The reaction rules are parsed and the minimum
disjunction algorithm is applied, making use of the gene’s mean expression. Next, the
estimated and unitless enzyme complex abundance and variance are output for each
enzymatic reaction. Finally, flux fitting with FALCON (Algorithm 1) can be applied,
and requires the model’s stoichiometry and flux bounds. The final output has the option
of being a deterministically estimated flux, or a mean and standard deviation of fluxes if
alternative optima are explored.
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Boolean expression of the GPR rule in any way. Below we illustrate a problem that
can occur with this mapping where some genes’ expression levels may be counted more
than once.
The ri are different reaction rules and the ei are the corresponding estimated complex
abundance levels. Lower case letters are shorthand for the expression level of the corre-
sponding gene ID in uppercase; for example, a = E (A), where E (A) is the expression
of gene A.
r1 := [A and B] or [A and C] → e1 = min(a, b) + min(a, c)
r2 := [A and (B or C)] → e2 = min(a, b + c)
(4.3)
Supposing A is the minimum, then if we just evaluate r1 directly (a rule in disjunctive
normal form, or DNF), A will be counted twice. Rules with sub-expressions in DNF are
frequently encountered in practice, but directly evaluating them can lead to erroneous
quantification.
Another possibility is partitioning expression among multiple occurrences of a gene
in a rule. For instance, in r1 above, we could evaluate it as e1 = min( a2 , b) + min(
a
2 , c)
to account for the repeated use of a. However, other potential issues aside, we can see
that this can cause problems rather quickly. For instance, suppose b = a and c = 0; then
min(a,b + c) = b = a appears to be correct, not min( a2 , b) + min(
a
2 , c) =
a
2 + 0. From
this example, we can see that conversion to conjunctive normal form (CNF; Russell and
Norvig 160), as in r2 appears to be a promising prerequisite for evaluation.
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4.2.2 The min-disjunction algorithm estimates enzyme complex
abundance
In Section C.2, we show that converting a rule to CNF is a sound method to aid in
the estimation of enzyme complex abundance. The minimum disjunction algorithm is
essentially just the standard CNF conversion algorithm [160], with the implementation
caveat that a gene that is in disjunction with itself should be reduced to a literal. We’ve
found that this makes the CNF conversion algorithm tractable for all rules and prevents
double counting of gene expression. Conversion to CNF and selection of the minimum
disjunction also removes redundant genes from the complex (e.g. holoenzymes; see
Assumption 8). Biologically, selecting the minimum disjunction effectively finds the
rate-limiting component of enzyme-complex formation. After conversion to CNF, the
minimum disjunction algorithm substitutes gene-expression values as described in Lee
et al. 1 and evaluates the resulting arithmetic expression. Another new feature of our
approach is the handling of missing gene data. If expression is not measured for a
gene in a GPR rule, the rule is modified so that the missing gene is no longer part of
the Boolean expression. For instance, if data is not measured for gene B in [A and (B
or C)] then the rule would become [A and C]. This prevents penalization of the rule’s
expression value in the case that the missing gene was part of a conjunction, and it also
assumes there was no additional expression from the missing gene if it is in a disjunction.
Although conversion to CNF may be intractable for some expressions [160], we
tested our implementation of the algorithm on three of the most well-curated models
which contain some of the most complex GPR rules available. These models are for E.
coli [161], yeast [162], and human [63]. In all cases, the rules were converted to CNF in
less than half a second, which is far less than the typical flux fitting running time from
Algorithm 1.
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Using the minimum disjunction method results in several differences from direct
substitution and evaluation in yeast GPR rules. When data completely covers the genes
in the model (e.g. Lee et al. 1), complex abundance tends to have few differences in
yeast regardless of the evaluation method (25 rules; 1.08% of all rules for Yeast 7). This
number goes up significantly in Human Recon 2 [63] due to more complex GPR rues
(935 rules; 22% of all rules). For the human model, we could not find any data set
that covered every gene, so instead random expression data roughly matching a power
law was used to generate this statistic. If we use proteomics data for yeast and human
models, the algorithmic variation in how missing gene data is handled causes some
additional increase in differences [163, 164]. For proteomics, in the Yeast 7 model
205 rules (8.87% of all rules) differed, and in Human Recon 2, 1002 rules (23.57% of
all rules) differed. We can see that for yeast, the changes in flux attributed to enzyme
abundance evaluation can be relatively small for data with 100% gene coverage, but can
be significant in Human (Figure C.1).
4.3 The FALCON algorithm
Prior work that served as an inspiration for this method used Flux Variability Analysis
(FVA) to determine reaction direction [1]. Briefly, this involves two FBA simulations
per reaction catalyzed by an enzyme, and as the algorithm is iterative, this global proce-
dure may be run several times before converging to a flux vector. We removed FVA to
mitigate some of the cost, and instead assign flux direction in batch; while it is possible
that the objective value may decrease using this approach, this is not an issue since the
objective function increases to include more irreversible fluxes at each iteration, and the
objective value of a function with more fluxes should supersede the importance of one
with fewer fluxes.
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One major advance in our method is the consideration of enzyme complexes shar-
ing multiple reactions, which we call reaction groups. This is done by partitioning an
enzyme complex’s abundance across its reactions by including all reactions associated
to the complex in the same constraint. Both minimally and highly constrained mod-
els (Section 4.4.2) show some fluxes with significant differences depending on the use
of group information, particularly in the minimally constrained model (Figure 4.2). We
now discuss the algorithm in detail, including several other important features, including
automatic scaling of expression.
To make working with irreversible fluxes simpler, we convert the model to an irre-
versible model, where each reversible flux v j in the original model is split into a forward
and a backward reaction that take strictly positive values: v j, f and v j,b. We also account
for enzyme complexes catalyzing multiple reactions by including all reactions with iden-
tical GPR rules in the same residual constraint; indexed sets of reactions are denoted Ri
and their corresponding estimated enzyme abundance is ei. Figure 4.2 shows the dif-
ference in Algorithm 1 when we do not use reaction group information. The standard
deviation of enzyme abundance, σi, is an optional weighting of uncertainty in biological
or technical replicates.
We employ a normalization variable n in the problem’s objective and flux-fitting
constraints to find the most agreeable scaling of expression data. The linear fractional
program shown below can be converted to a linear program by the Charnes-Cooper
transformation [158]. To avoid the need for fixing any specific flux, which may in-
troduce bias, we introduce the bound
∑
j | ∃i s.t. j∈Ri
∣∣∣v j∣∣∣ ≥ VΣlb. This guarantees that the
optimization problem will yield a non-zero flux vector. As an example of how this
can be beneficial, this means we do not need to measure any fluxes or assume a flux
is fixed to achieve good results; though this does not downplay the value of obtaining
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of setting FALCON to use no reaction group information
(x-axis) versus with group information (y-axis; default FALCON setting) for both the
highly constrained Yeast 7 model (a) and the minimally constrained Yeast 7 model (b).
Error bars with length equal to one standard deviation are shown for both approaches as
a result of alternative solutions in FALCON.
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experimentally-based constraints on flux when available (Figure C.2).
The actual value of VΣlb is not very important due to the scaling introduced by n, and
we include a conservatively small value that should work with any reasonable model.
However, for numeric reasons, it may be best if a user chooses to specify a value appro-
priate for the model. Similarly, if any fluxes are known or assumed to be non-zero, this
constraint becomes unnecessary. To keep track of how many reactions are irreversible
in the current and prior iteration, we use the variables rxnsirrev and rxnsirrev,prior. The
algorithm terminates when no reactions are constrained to be exclusively forward or
backward after an iteration.
Algorithm 1 and the method in Lee et al. 1 are both non-deterministic. In the first
case, Algorithm 1 solves an LP during each iteration, and subsequent iterations depend
on the LP solution, so that alternative optima may affect the outcome. In the latter case,
alternative optima of individual LPs is not an issue, but the order in which reactions
assigned to be irreversible can lead to alternative solutions. However, we found that
the variation due to this stochasticity is typically relatively minor, particularly in cases
where the model is more heavily constrained (Figs. C.1 and C.2).
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Performance benchmarks
Using the same yeast exometabolic and expression data employed for benchmarking
in the antecedent study [1] that included an updated version of the Yeast 5 model [165]
and the latest yeast model [162], we find that our algorithm has significant improvements
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Algorithm 1 FALCON
INPUT: {Ri : i an index for a unique enzyme complex where
Ri = { j : complex i catalyzes reaction j}}
INPUT: enzyme abundances (mean: ei, standard deviation: σi)
INPUT: model (S matrix, vlb, vub)
umin ← min j {V j,max : V j,max > 0} where V j,max = max
(∣∣∣vlb, j∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣vub, j∣∣∣).
VΣlb ← umin |{ j : ∃i s.t. j ∈ Ri}|
rxnsirrev ← number of reactions ( j) such that either vub, j > 0 or vlb, j < 0, but not both.
for all i do












while rxnsirrev > rxnsirrev,prior do
rxnsirrev,prior ← rxnsirrev







j | ∃i s.t. j∈Ri
∣∣∣v j∣∣∣ ≥ VΣlb∀i : −di ≤ ∑ j∈Ri(v j, f + v j,b) − nei ≤ di where v j = v j, f − v j,b




j | v j, f + v j,b > 0, v j, f , v j,b
}
do
Constrain the smaller of v j, f and v j,b to be 0.





Table 4.1: Performance of FALCON and other CBM methods for predicting yeast ex-
ometabolic fluxes in two growth conditions with highly (HC) and minimally (MC) con-
strained models (a) and associated timing analysis (b). For Lee et al. and FALCON
methods, the mean time for a single run of the method is listed; all other methods did not
have any stochasticity employed. Values are shown in two significant figures. Method
descriptions can be found in Lee et al. 1.
(a) Max. µ Model Experimental Standard FBA Fitted FBA GIMME iMAT Lee et al. FALCON
75 % Yeast 5 MC 1 0.66 0.66 NaN 0.57 0.64 1
75 % Yeast 7 MC 1 0.66 0.66 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.98
75 % Yeast 5 HC 1 0.73 0.78 0.75 0.66 0.98 0.99
Pearson’s r 75 % Yeast 7 HC 1 0.70 0.70 0.80 0.66 0.98 0.99
85 % Yeast 7 MC 1 0.62 0.62 0.65 0.62 0.62 0.97
85 % Yeast 5 HC 1 0.88 0.89 0.9 0.81 0.99 0.99
85 % Yeast 7 HC 1 0.67 0.67 0.87 0.62 0.98 0.98
(b) Max. µ Model Experimental Standard FBA Fitted FBA GIMME iMAT Lee et al. FALCON
75 % Yeast 5 MC 0 0.9 470 0.81 50 110 1.8
75 % Yeast 7 MC 0 1.9 3,100 2.1 12,000 600 5.6
75 % Yeast 5 HC 0 0.12 110 0.18 1.4 15 0.27
Time (s) 75 % Yeast 7 HC 0 0.72 940 1.7 240 670 5.5
85 % Yeast 7 MC 0 2.3 3,100 3.8 14,000 610 4.6
85 % Yeast 5 HC 0 0.12 110 0.18 2.5 15 0.22
85 % Yeast 7 HC 0 0.70 110 2.5 100 530 5.9
in time efficiency while maintaining correlation with experimental fluxes, and is much
faster than any similarly performing method (Table 4.1; Figure C.2). Timing for the
human model also improved in FALCON; in a model with medium constraints and
exometabolic directionality constraints, FALCON completed on average in 3.6 m and
the method from Lee et al. 1 in 1.04 h. Furthermore, when we remove many bounds
constraining the direction of enzymatic reactions that aren’t explicitly annotated as being
irreversible in prior work [1], we find that our formulation of the approach seems to be
more robust than other methods.
We see that the predictive ability of the algorithm does not appear to be an artifact;
when FALCON is run on permuted expression data, it doesn’t do as well as the actual
expression vector (Figure 4.3). The full-sized flux vectors estimated from permuted
expression as a whole also does not correlate well with the flux vector estimated from the
actual expression data, but we notice that the difference is visibly larger in the minimally
constrained model compared to the highly constrained model (Figure C.3). Rigidity
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in the highly constrained model appears to keep most permutations from achieving an
extremely low Pearson correlation, likely due to forcing fluxes through the same major
pathways, but a rank-based correlation still shows strong differences.
4.4.2 Sensitivity to expression noise
To understand the sensitivity of flux to expression, we multiply noise from multivariate
log-normal distributions with the expression vector and see the effect on the estimated
fluxes. For instance, correlation between two types of proteomics data yields a Pearson’s
r = 0.7 [164], corresponding to an expected σ ≈ 1.4 and expected r ≈ 0.4 for flux in our
most highly constrained human model (Figure C.4). We find that enzymatic reaction di-
rectionality constraints influence the sensitivity of the model to expression perturbation
(Figure 4.4.2). It is important to note that mere presence of the constraints does not help
us determine the correct experimental fluxes when other classes of methods (e.g. FBA;
Table 4.1) are used. Additionally, it is possible to obtain good predictions even without
a heavily constrained model (Table 4.1).
With Human Recon 2, additional constraint sets supply some benefit, but even the
most extreme constraint set does not compare to what is available in Yeast 7, which is
also inherently constrained by the fact that yeast models will be smaller than compara-
ble human models (Figure C.4). For mammalian models, more sophisticated means of
constraint, such as enzyme crowding constraints [60], or using FALCON in conjunction
with tissue specific modeling tools, may prove highly beneficial.
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Figure 4.3: Kernel-smoothed PDFs of correlation between experimental fluxes and
fluxes estimated from FALCON when all gene expression data points are permuted.
Arrows mark the correlation when FALCON is run on the unpermuted expression data.
Random correlations tend to be much more positive in the highly constrained model
(a) than in the minimally constrained model (b). 5,000 permutation replicates were
performed in all cases.
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Figure 4.4: Correlation of perturbed enzyme abundance vectors and flux vectors with
the associated unperturbed vector for the Yeast 7 model. The interval median correla-
tion is shown in green. Noise sampled from a multivariate log-normal distribution with
parameters µ = 1 and σ (x-axis) is multiplicatively applied to the enzyme abundance
vector, and the y-axis shows the Pearson correlation between the two vectors (a). Simi-
lar plots show correlation between flux vectors estimated with FALCON using the same
perturbed and unperturbed expression vectors (b-c).
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4.4.3 Flux estimates provides information beyond enzyme complex
abundance
It is not an unreasonable hypothesis that fluxes would correlate well with their associated
complex abundances. Indeed, the general principle needed for fitting fluxes to enzyme
complex abundances is to assume the values would be correlated in the absence of other
constraints (e.g. branch points that arise from the stoichiometry). More specifically, it
should be the case that flux is proportional to enzyme complex abundance given ample
availability of substrate, and that this proportionality constant does not vary too much
between reactions. There are undoubtedly many exceptions to this rule, but it seems
as though there may be some underlying evolutionary principles for it to work in this
parsimonious fashion, as has been partly verified [166].
Aside from the obvious benefits of constraint-based methods also estimating fluxes
for non-enzymatic reactions, and assigning a direction for reversible enzymatic reac-
tions, we see that in general, our method does not predict a strong correlation between
complex abundance and flux (Figure C.5). Recently it has been shown that many fluxes
are not under direct control of their associated enzyme expression level [167], which
gives experimental support to the idea that a network-based approach, such as that pre-
sented in this paper, may be useful in understanding how fluxes may be constrained by
expression data. Chubukov et al. 167 also note that enzymes may be overexpressed in
some cases, either for robustness or because of noise in transcriptional regulation. This
will not usually be a problem in FALCON, unless entire pathways are overexpressed,
which would be unusual as it would represent a seemingly large energetic inefficiency.
The present work doesn’t attempt to use empirically obtained kinetic parameters to
estimate Vmax, but this approach does not seem as promising in light of experimental
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evidence that many reactions in central carbon metabolism tend to operate well below
Vmax [166]. Still, a better understanding of these phenomena may make it possible to
improve flux estimation methods such as the one presented here, or more traditional
forms of MFA [2] by incorporating enzyme complexation and kinetic information.
4.4.4 Increasing roles for GPR rules and complex abundance esti-
mates
Still, complex abundance may have uses aside from being a first step in FALCON. The
method presented here for complex abundance estimation can be used as a stand-alone
method, as long as GPR rules from a metabolic reconstruction are present. For instance,
it may not always be desirable to directly compute a flux. As an example, the relative
abundance of enzyme complexes present in secretions from various biological tissues,
such as milk or pancreatic secretions, may still be of interest even without any intracel-
lular flux data. Perhaps more importantly, this approach to estimating relative complex
levels can be employed with regulatory models such as PROM [31] or other regulatory
network models that can estimate individual gene expression levels at time t + 1 given
the state of the model at a time t.
GPR rules and stoichiometry may be inaccurate or incomplete in any given model.
In fact, for the foreseeable future, this is a given. By using the GPR and not just the
stoichiometry to estimate flux, it is possible that future work could make use of this
framework to debug not just stoichiometry as some methods currently do (e.g. Reed
et al. 168) , but also GPR rules. Hope for improved GPR rule annotation may come
from many different avenues of current research. For instance, algorithms exist for
reconstructing biological process information from large-scale datasets, and could be
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tuned to aid in the annotation of GPR rules [169]. Flexible metabolic reconstruction
pipelines such as GLOBUS may also be extended to incorporate GPR rules into their
output, and in so doing, extend this type of modeling to many non-model organisms
[170]. Another limitation that relates to lack of biological information is that we always
assume a one-to-one copy number for each gene in a complex. Once more information
on enzyme complex structure and reaction mechanism becomes available, an extension
to the current method could make use of this information. Even at the current level of
structure, we think it is evident that GPR rules should undergo some form of standard-
ization; Boolean rules without negation may not always capture the author’s intent for
more complex purposes like flux fitting.
4.5 Conclusion
We have formalized and improved an existing method for estimating flux from expres-
sion data, as well as listing detailed assumptions in Table C.1 that may prove useful in
future work. Although we show that expression does not correlate well with flux, we
are still essentially trying to fit fluxes to expression levels. The number of constraints
present in metabolic models (even the minimally constrained models) prevents a good
correlation between the two. However, as with all constraint-based models, constraints
are only part of the problem in any largely underdetermined system. We show that gene
expression can prove to be a valuable basis for forming an objective, as opposed to meth-
ods that only use expression to further constrain the model by creating tissue-specific or
condition-specific models [29, 30].
For better curated models, the approach described immediately finds use for under-
standing metabolism, as well as being a scaffold to find problems for existing GPR rules,
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and more broadly the GPR formalism itself. The present results and avenues for future
improvement show that there is much promise for using expression to estimate fluxes,
and that it can already be a useful tool for performing flux estimation and analysis.
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CHAPTER 5
EPISTATIC LANDSCAPES ARISING FROM ADAPTIVE MUTATIONS
Existing literature has only dealt with the simulation of strictly deleterious mutants
rather than beneficial mutants in the constraint-based modeling literature, which is
chiefly due to existing studies optimizing the fitness function, which leaves no room for
improvement. In this study, we develop a constraint-based approach that can simulate
beneficial, neutral, and deleterious mutations. We show that this simulation technique
can be useful for understanding adaptive trajectories, and we develop a software library
for the analysis of evolutionary paths. Our mechanistic model can reproduce the dis-
tribution of epistases between beneficial mutations that was observed in a data set and
a population genetic model fit to the same data set, showing that our model behaves
appropriately in this conext and may be a useful tool for further evolutionary analyses.
Finally, in experimental data sets and in our simulations, slightly beneficial mutations
are much more likely to have positive (synergistic) epistasis with other beneficial muta-




Biologists have long wondered the extent to which evolution occurs due to nearly neutral
and slightly deleterious mutations, or adaptive mutations, or more complex situations
involving these types of mutations as well as their epistatic interactions [171, 172].
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The occurrence of beneficial mutations and how they affect adaptation is currently
an area of active interest in evolutionary biology [173, 174]. Although much focus in the
past has been placed on deleterious mutations because of their prevalence in nature and
disease, it is ultimately beneficial mutations that are responsible for adaptive evolution.
Since beneficial mutations are relatively rare, and since combining multiple mutants
in the lab is increasingly difficult for the more mutations that are to be combined, an in
silico analysis can shed light on what may be expected in adaptive evolution.
5.1.2 The need for a new modeling framework
Clearly, using FBA with the growth objective alone is not enough–we only ever get
the optimum for our fitness objective. A way to circumvent this issue is to associate a
feature of the system (e.g. flux into biomass) as the fitness while optimizing some other
objective. This latter mechanism is not generally used as most models tend to be rather
under-constrained as is. However, as we’ve seen, the FALCON method (Chapter 4) and
other fitting methods like MoMA provide a way to use high-throughput data to introduce
many additional constraints to the system.
Having a systems tool that can work with models of particular organisms will not
only add another tool in the computational evolution and population genetics arsenal,
but also in applied fields such as evolutionary engineering of microbial engineering, and




5.2.1 Weighted MoMA-FBA objectives
Minimization of metabolic adjustment (MoMA), along with Flux Balance Analysis
(FBA), has proven successful in simulating growth rates and predicting in silico fluxes.
Here we discuss a weighted objective approach that combines both objectives.
The typical MoMA problem is framed as a least-squares optimization problem and is
typically employed to calculate the flux vector of an in silico organism after a mutation
[23]. The biological intuition is that the organism has not had time to adapt to the
restricted metabolic capacity and will maintain a similar flux to the wild-type (WT). If
a is the WT flux vector obtained by an optimization procedure, such as min-norm FBA






subject to the stoichiometric constraints Sv = 0 where S is the stoichiometric matrix
and v = (v1, . . . , vN)T is the undetermined flux vector. Additional constant bounds on
fluxes are often present, such as substrate uptake limits, so we write vlb  v  vub. The










vT v − aT v.
When we try the standard MoMA procedure in a new environment, several things
become clear. For instance, switching the energy and carbon source from glucose to
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ethanol will result in zero growth because the biomass is relatively small compared to
other fluxes numerically. This is easily fixed by adding a weight to the biomass, though
there are also certain numerical issues related to this with at least some solvers (e.g.
MOSEK) that require an inverse weight on all other fluxes.
To accommodate these weights, let w be a positive scalar weight, and let f (w) and
g(w) be two scalar weight functions such that f (w) > 0 and g(w) > 0 for all w ≥ 1. We
also assume f (w) is monotonically increasing and g(w) is monotonically decreasing.
While g(w) is employed to achieve the inverse weighting mentioned above, f (w) is used
to achieve gradual regularization as w increases. Biologically, regularization is impor-
tant as it allows efficiency in enzyme synthesis to be modeled, which is typically done








Index b corresponds to the growth or biomass pseudo-reaction. In the simulations
below, g(w) = 1√w . For some simulations we haven’t yet used a nonzero f (w), but an
example we have used is f (w) = log (log w+1)C where C is a scaling constant.
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f (w) + g(w) 0 · · · 0
0 . . . 0
...
... 0 f (w) + g(w) 0
0 · · · 0 0

.
For convenience, informally denote this objective function as M(w, d1, . . . , dm)
where the optional di represent possible mutations to the model.
The difference in smoothness between weighted quadratic MoMA and linear MoMA
can be illustrated by considering the growth rate to be a function of the weight placed on
the biomass objective (Figure 5.1). An advantage of quadratic MoMA is that it simulates
a continuous range of fitnesses potentially matching any required fitness level exactly.
Quadratic programming does not admit alternative optima either, if the objective is con-
vex, as in MoMA. However, these benefits are not necessarily always biologically rele-
vant; discrete mutations may give a discrete jump in fitness. There is no obvious reason
why having a unique optima would be biologically preferred; in fact, when compared to
simple objectives like MoMA or FBA, most biological systems appear to operate sub-
optimally [7]. Weighted linear MoMA can model these discrete transitions in flux state,
and often this is reflected in discrete jumps in fitness, as seen above.
In the above figure, the difference in fitness between weighted quadratic MoMA
and linear MoMA can be seen. An advantage of quadratic MoMA is that it simulates
a continuous range of fitnesses, potentially matching any required fitness level exactly.
However, this is not necessarily always biologically relevant; in reality, discrete muta-
tions may give a discrete jump in fitness. Weighted linear MoMA models these discrete
transitions in flux state, and often this is reflected in discrete jumps in fitness, as seen
above.
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Figure 5.1: Weight on the biomass component of an objective (x-axis) influences the
growth rate, where the other objective component is a MoMA objective that tries to
minimize the flux difference with an ancestral environment.
Weighted MoMA predicts expression states
Using tiling array data for s288c in YPD and YPE conditions from Xu et al. [175], we
compare the number of genes expected to have a two-fold or greater change in expres-
sion from YPD to YPE to the fluxes mapped to genes also having greater than two-
fold change in the same environmental transition. The x-axis represents the weight on
growth. The number of genes having more than two-fold flux and expression change in
the model and and in the experiment are shown in blue. The red and red dotted lines
represent the random expectation and 95% CI for expression agreement for a random
expression vector with the genes belonging to the model and experimental dataset. The
random expression vector has the same number of two-fold up-regulated and two-fold
down-regulated genes as the real relative expression vector.
Interestingly, the weight and corresponding fitness that agrees most with the experi-
mental predictions is sub-optimal in both the quadratic and linear cases, suggesting that
the s288c strain was not fully adapted to the YPE environment when the expression was
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Figure 5.2: Number of yeast genes that are at least two-fold up-regulated or down-
regulated when going from YPD to YPE media with matching predictions from
weighted MoMA (blue line) and the associated 95% confidence interval (red dotted
line) around the prediction to random chance (red line).
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weighted linear MoMA: glucose to ethanol
geometric FBA: Glucose
Figure 5.3: The number of active reactions (reactions with non-zero flux) plotted
against the weight on the biomass component of a weighted linear MoMA objective
(blue). An flux that maximizes biomass production that is centered among alternative
optima is shown for comparison (red dotted line).
assayed. To compare directly with geometric FBA (a minimal L1-norm solution), we
found that geometric FBA had 123 concurring genes whereas weighted linear MoMA
had 124; similarly, a minimal L2-norm FBA solution in Ethanol had 162 agreeing so-
lutions and weighted quadratic MoMA had 165, showing that weighted MoMA can do
at least as good as the gold standards for de novo FBA solutions in predicting accurate
fluxes.
Simulated adaptation induces complexity in sub-optimal solutions
Previous work explored the complexity of optimal and sub-optimal flux vectors, find-
ing that generally the sub-optimal solutions have more active fluxes than the optimal
solutions [176]. We found a similar trend with weighted MoMA where, once growth
is non-zero, the initial flux state has more active reactions than in the ancestral envi-
ronment (glucose; red dashed line) or than in the more adapted stages in the current
(ethanol) environment (Figure 5.3).
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5.2.2 Adaptive mutations with objective weights
Aside from the problem of separating the fitness function from the optimization ob-
jective function, there is the issue of combining traditional flux restriction mutations,
which are known as hard constraints, which may result in an unsolvable system —
an almost certainly undesirable effect of this mutation modeling formalism. Instead, it
would be better if mutations could be modeled as soft constraints. Concretely, whereas
hard constraints are enacted in the actual constraints of the optimization problem, soft
constraints merely change the objective. This means that multiple soft constraints com-
bined together under some mutational model would be compatible in the sense that they
wouldn’t unexpectedly result in an unsolvable system. When performing growth opti-
mization in FBA, normally only the biomass pseudo-reaction has a non-zero (positive)
entry. Nonzero values for any other entry could only decrease the flux. In weighted
MoMA or FALCON, nonzero coefficients for any enzymatic reaction could prove po-
tentially beneficial, as they may push the system in a direction that is more in line with
growth optimization and less in line with MoMA or the FALCON flux-fitting objective.
FALCON and weighted MoMA provide two possible avenues for soft constraints:
expression level and expression variation. However, it is not clear yet what expression
variation really means, so further investigation is necessary. Furthermore, using a hard
constraint model for mutants, as opposed to a soft constraint like weights on fluxes, ap-
pears to reduce the amount of non-trivial interactions: in the hard-constraint method one
highly beneficial mutation may exactly subsume the mutation of a less beneficial mu-
tant by forcing flux through the reaction; this happens to a certain extent in the weighted
model as well, but not nearly as frequently.
An example for both the quadratic and linear cases exemplifies the difference in
smoothness obtained from using either a linear or quadratic objective for weighted
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MoMA with objective weights (mutations) on a particular reaction (Figure D.1).
5.2.3 Adaptive trajectories and evolutionary path analysis
Phenotypes involving a small number of mutations have had their adaptive paths ana-
lyzed systematically ([173, 174, 177, 178]; four or five mutations). In Weinreich et al.
[174], all mutations occur on a single enzyme, and even in such a localized case, sign
epistasis, which gives rise to evolutionary traps, occurs for the majority of mutational
paths. In the present study, we used less severe grounds for deciding if an evolutionary
path is a likely dead-end, but even so, we can see that (Figure 5.2.3; Section D.2.1).
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Figure 5.4: An examination of simulated evolutionary dead-ends. Randomly selecting
10 beneficial mutations from over 150 total beneficial mutations in a yeast model will
have a varying number of mutations that are present in the combinatorial mutant with
the highest fitness The percent of paths that reach the optimal mutant by avoid traps
tends to decrease as more mutations are considered (5.5a), or viewed another way, the




In a genome-scale metabolic model, we observe that while the majority of paths
are not likely to have a problem, once eight or nine genes are involved, the average
number of paths to reach the optimum without experiencing a trap are only 65%. This
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demonstrates that the presence of traps are heterogeneous, just as in the single-enzyme
experiment of Weinreich et al. [174], suggesting that the order of mutations often matter
to a very significant degree in evolution.
The fact that many unobstructed evolutionary paths are observed at the genome-scale
suggests that evolution is, in general, not very predictable (Figure 5.2.3). However, if we
consider that neutral mutations are unlikely to fix in a population, the number of viable
paths would greatly decrease (Section D.2.1). Interestingly, in every experimental case
(Table D.1), only a single fitness peak appears to be present [174, 179]. When we
consider simulations from genome-scale models instead of isolated pathways or single
protein, we still observe the single fitness optima for five mutation sets, but once we
consider eight mutations, every set of eight or more mutations presents with multiple
local optima. This suggests that evolution becomes not only less predictable when we
look at evolution of larger systems or evolution at a large time scale, but also less likely
to reach the global optimal fitness.
Software for evolutionary path analysis
Storing all evolutionary paths in memory or disk can become intractable. For instance,
even 10 mutations has 10! ≈ 3.6 million possible paths, but only 210 = 1, 024 mutant
combinations. Due to this difficulty, we have created software to allow the dynamic
exploration and analyses of these paths.
The C programs for dynamically performing analyses on text files containing fitness
data for all combinations of n mutations can be found online, and additional information
and and examples related to usage is available (Section D.2.1).
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Table 5.1: Pairwise epistasis values (calculated multiplicatively) from two experimental
systems.
(a) Khan et al. [178]
fitness t s g r
1.145 t
1.108 s -0.060
1.030 g -0.027 -0.014
1.015 r -0.056 -0.004 0.005
1.003 p 0.049 0.078 0.045 0.007
(b) Chou et al. [173]
fitness gshA GB fgh
1.509 gshA
1.166 GB -0.120
1.142 fgh -0.100 -0.012
1.096 pntAB -0.040 0.021 0.029
Small beneficial mutants exhibit positive epistasis
Prior studies using metabolic models have shown that deleterious mutations tend to
exhibit negative epistasis for stronger mutations and positive epistasis for weaker muta-
tions ([9, 34]; Figure D.2). The reason for positive epistasis being prevalent for delete-
rious mutations is that most of them occur in essential pathways, and one mutation will
buffer against the effects of a second mutation ([9]). Somewhat surprisingly, we also
see that predictions for epistasis involving weakly beneficial mutations also tend to have
positive epistasis (Figure 5.6; Section 5.4.1). This trend is verified for two experiments
involving multiple genes (as in our simulation) where fitnesses are readily calculated
([173, 178]; Table 5.1).
The trend for increasing negative epistasis as mutations become increasingly benefi-
cial (also termed diminishing returns epistasis; [173]) can be easily understood in most
contexts, including metabolism, due to the fact that in any given environment there must
be a physiological maximum value for most phenotypes, including growth rate of a cell
or individual organism. Thus, if one mutant is extremely beneficial, it proportionally
limits the effect another beneficial mutant might have when combined together. Such
decreasing marginal benefits are not the only reason we may tend to see small mutants
with positive epistasis; Fisher’s geometric model implies that increasing complexity will
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decrease the likelihood that any given mutation will be beneficial, and increasingly so
for mutations with more extreme changes in the phenotypic space [180]. Since a muta-
tion that exhibits positive epistasis with many other mutations is just a way of saying the
mutation is likely to be beneficial on many genetic backgrounds, the effect observed by
Orr [180] extends beyond absolute fitness values and into the epistatic landscape. Fur-
thermore, in our metabolic models (as in most biological systems), fluxes do not operate
in isolation; a mutation in a gene expression level or reaction constraint will affect other
reaction fluxes in the system, and can be classified as pluripotent. If it is an essential
reaction, many fluxes are likely to be affected, thus exhibiting a complex phenotype and
a high degree of pluripotency. Large pluripotent mutations would then be expected to
have a larger total length in Fisher’s geometric model, and be less likely to be beneficial
or have positive epistasis. This is exactly what we see in metabolic models with dele-
terious mutations, which tends to exhibit positive epistasis for smaller mutations and
negative epistasis for more extreme mutations (Figure D.2; [9, 34]).
This trend in epistasis can also be captured by our constraint-based modeling frame-
work for beneficial mutations. After in silico screening for beneficial mutations (Sec-
tion 5.4.2), we can examine trends in pairwise epistasis as a function of the single mu-
tant fitnesses Figure 5.6. A fairly distinct border appears to be present between the
region that has some positive epistasis and no positive epistasis. By considering that
an epistatic cutoff (call it c) is employed, we may use the multiplicative epistatic rela-
tionship Wxy − WxWy > c, which yields the reciprocal function Wy < Wxy−cWx for fixed
Wxy, bounding the region in which positive epistasis, as defined by the threshold c, can
occur. Since Wxy is not a constant, there may be some variation in the actual trend from
a true reciprocal function.
The distribution of epistases arising from beneficial mutations is highly similar to
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(a) mean epistasis
(b) percent of positive epistasis
Figure 5.6: The mean epistasis (5.6a) and percentage (5.6b) of positive epistasis for
epistases such that | | ≥ 0.01.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of epistases arising in a yeast model from beneficial mutations
sampled according to EVA.
that found in natural biological systems that are also described by population genetic
models (Figure 5.7; [181]). Interestingly, the small-scale data from Martin et al. [181]
is from an RNA virus (VSV), whereas our stoichiometric models are not designed for
modeling viruses. Nonetheless, the trend remains similar, suggesting that this is a trend
that extends across completely different types of models as well as from the fitness
of complex life forms and simple non-living viruses. This excellent fit requires that an
appropriate distribution of fitnesses is sampled according to extreme value theory (EVA;
Section 5.4.2; [172, 182]).
5.3 Discussion
We have developed a data-driven modeling framework in the constraint-based metabolic
modeling family that allows the exploration of combinatorial epistases and reproduces
trends seen from studies in the forefront of evolutionary research [173, 178, 181]. Con-
temporaneous, theoretical insights in to how a general class of mechanistic models,
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encompassing those used in this study, give rise to traditional population genetic mod-
els such as Fisher’s geometric model [183]. The methodologies described in this paper
should have applications in diverse fields due to their reliance on mechanistic models
available for many organisms [184].
The questions are often difficult or impossible to assess experimentally due to limited
resources. In genome-scale models, to our knowledge, only microbial epistasis has so
far been studied for all enzymes (often referred to as genome-scale in this context). This
is due to several factors.
One issue is that these computations can still take a significant amount of time, and
the increase in model size of Human Recon 2 over Yeast can cause even a relatively
simple FBA run to go up by an order of magnitude. This problem is compounded
by the increase in the number of genes in the human model, since computing epista-
sis consumes space and time as O(n2) where n is the number of genes in the model.
More important than this issue, which might be overcome with enough computational
resources, is the issue of an objective function. It has been shown numerous times that
FBA with a biomass objective can be a reasonable approximation to what a microbe is
trying to achieve metabolically [7, 20, 185]. While Recon 2 is equipped with a “gen-
eralized biomass reaction”, it is not clear what the meaning of this is, and it certainly
seems to greatly overestimate the metabolism even of fast-growing cancer cells [186].
We propose FALCON as a potential method to get around this issue for non-microbial
models.
Another advantage of FALCON is that it allows one to directly probe mutations that
are represented as gene expression perturbations. A decreased level of gene expression
may also be metabolically equivalent to the effect of a missense mutation, for example.
This allows a different sampling strategy than before; for instance, we could observe
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how uniform expression restriction compares to uniform flux restriction [9]. Assuming
an accurate model of enzyme-complex expression measurement, the former should be
the more realistic model.
A limitation is that we have only considered metabolic genes and their effect on
steady-state metabolism. While in principle a similar method could be applied to whole
cell models [68, 187], the computation time would not be feasible to the screening for
beneficial mutations, nor of exploring them combinatorially, as the time needed for a
single mutant takes at least a day even in the smallest bacterial model [68]. Future
insights into improving the efficiency of whole cell models, or making a compromise on
which systems are simulated (e.g. rFBA, [53]), may improve these efforts.
5.4 Methods
5.4.1 Beneficial mutation simulation for pairwise epistasis
In order to generate a realistic WT flux, we use experimental expression data to fit a
flux vector ([1, 188]). Because even FALCON can take one or two orders of magnitude
longer than MoMA (or linear MoMA), we use linear MoMA to estimate the flux vectors
for single and double mutants. Since our fitness is just flux through the biomass pseudo-
reaction, which is a complicated sink, it never seems to carry a flux in practice when
expression-flux fitting techniques are used. Therefore, we used experimentally deter-
mined growth rates as a constraint in the flux fitting step for calculation of the WT flux
vector (strain S96 in YPE (3% ethanol): µ = 0.1249, YPD (2% glucose): µ = 0.4621,
strain BY in YPEG: µ = 0.21). Though this approach was only used for pairwise epis-
tasis in the current study, it would also be appropriate for combinatorial epistasis (we
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simply used FBA to generate wild-type adapted flux vectors for our combinatorial epis-
tasis simulations).
5.4.2 Mutation screening and sampling
To more closely follow existing theory in population genetics we performed Gaussian
sampling centered at the WT phenotype [182]. For each reaction, we sampled flux re-
strictions where the WT flux (FWT ) was at the mean of the Gaussian distribution. Since
there is some uncertainty in the underlying distribution of mutational effects that would
best reflect nature, we used several different distributions and employed the FVA to
bound the distribution [37]. For example, for the 99.9% Gaussian sampling (Figures 5.7
and 5.8), for each reaction, we sampled fluxes from a truncated normal distribution be-
tween the FVA minimum (Fmin) and FVA maximum (Fmax) where the underlying normal
distribution would have 99.9% of its density in FWT ±max (|FWT − Fmin| , |FWT − Fmin|).
This sampling technique (in particular the symmetric bounds about FWT ) was chosen in
order to approximate how sampling mutations from Fisher’s geometric model results in
a beneficial mutation distribution distribution conforming to extreme value distributions
[182, 189]. Only beneficial mutants were kept for the present analysis.
A truncated normal sampling strategy drawing 99.9% of mutations within the larger
FVA bound will be less likely to sample extremely divergent fluxes than a sampling
strategy drawing 50% of mutations within the larger FVA bound since the tails of the
latter distribution will be placed further away from the WT. We find it is preferable to
sample a high percentage of mutations that are closer to the WT in order to generate ben-
eficial mutations distribution conforming to extreme value theory, since otherwise the
mutation sampling in our metabolic model begins to approximate a uniform distribution
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of beneficial mutations arising in a yeast YPE model sampled
according to EVA (truncated normal sampling with 99.9% mutations occurring within
the larger FVA bound).
(Figure D.3). It can be seen that epistasis distributions resulting from EVA-conforming
fitness distributions result in a skew toward near-zero epistasis and positive epistasis as
we tend to sample more mutants near the WT (Figure 5.7).
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR DYNAMIC EPISTASIS FOR
DIFFERENT ALLELES OF THE SAME GENE
A.1 Supporting Figures
Figure A.1: The conclusion in Fig. 1 is not dependent on the average number of
epistatic interaction partners per gene. (A) The distribution of average number of
epistatic interaction partners per gene. For each gene with epistasis, its average number
of epistatic interaction partners was calculated among all mutant alleles of this gene. (B-
D) A similar conclusion to that of Fig. 1 can be obtained when we only use genes with
fewer than 500 (B), 500-2,000 (C), and more than 2,000 (D) average epistatic interaction
partners. The same methods in Fig. 1 were used here to generate B-D.
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Figure A.2: A complex epistatic landscape exhibits a transition from large positive to
large negative epistasis values, along with a region of zero epistasis. Epistasis is viewed
as a function of the CTP1 and ARO3 genes flux restriction. The color corresponds to the
z-axis (epistasis), with red being more positive, green being near zero, and blue being
more negative.
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Figure A.3: Percentage of shared epistatic interacting partners based on flux differences
between two mutant alleles of the same gene. The analysis procedure is the same as Fig.
1A, but instead of using the S. cerevisiae model, here we repeated the analysis using the
E. coli model (38).
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Figure A.4: The conclusion that epistatic relations between genes are allele-specific is
robust to various epistasis thresholds. Left 5 panels: The FBA simulation results for
the distribution of the percentage of shared epistatic interaction partners between two
mutant alleles within the same gene. Solid and broken lines represent mean and 95%
confidence intervals, respectively. Right 5 panels: The cumulative distribution for the
percentage of shared epistatic interaction partners between two mutant alleles within the
same gene based on real experimental data. Both experimental and simulated results are
robust under various epistasis thresholds.
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Figure A.5: The conclusion in Fig. 3, for which mutant alleles with more severe defects
tend to have a higher percentage of negative epistasis in eukaryotes than bacteria and
archaea, is robust under various epistasis and fitness difference thresholds. The same
methods to generate Fig. 2C for S. cerevisiae are used here for the other five species.
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Figure A.6: An epistatic landscape exhibits smooth change in epistasis as a function of
the flux restriction for the genes HXT13 and ADE1. The color corresponds to the z-axis
(epistasis), with red being more positive, and green being near zero. See dataset S3 for
simulated data. HXT13 is a hexose transporter and ADE1 is required for de novo purine
biosynthesis. The epistasis surface for HXT13 and ADE1 is quite smooth, which is a
fairly common pattern and we may infer that epistasis, at least in metabolism, is often
dependent on thresholds.
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Figure A.7: An epistatic landscape exhibits a sharp transition to zero epistasis, primar-
ily as a consequence of the THR4 flux restriction. The color corresponds to the z-axis
(epistasis), with red being more positive, and green being near zero. See dataset S4
for simulated data. Epistasis is examined between threonine synthase gene THR4 and
COX1 (subunit 1 of cytochrome c oxidase). Both genes are associated with mutually
exclusive reactions. As shown in the figure, there are regions where the epistasis is ef-
fectively zero (on the order of 10-5) where the THR4 single mutant growth rate has only
changed very slightly, effectively allowing the mutations to act independently. Once the
THR4 mutant becomes more severe, the effects are no longer independent.
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Figure A.8: A flow chart to illustrate the simulation process that generates Fig. 4B. This
procedure included 5 steps as indicated in the 5 blue boxes, and we have repeated step
2 to step 5 in the simulation to produce all possible allele combinations, as highlighted
in the red box.
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A.2 Supporting Data
Supporting datasets S1-S4 are available online (DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1121507109).
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Figure B.1: More positive differential epistases under environmental perturbations for
different thresholds of differential epistasis (|d | ≥ 0.001, A) and (|d | ≥ 0.05, B). Ra-
tio of positive to negative differential epistases in each simulated condition are shown.
The letters A-P represent acetaldehyde, acetate, adenosine 3’,5’-bisphosphate, adeno-
syl methionine, adenosine, alanine, allantoin, arginine, ethanol, glutamate, glutamine,
glycerol, low glucose, phosphate, trehalose, and xanthosine, respectively.
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Figure B.2: Analogous to Figure 3.3.2B-C, but using a maximum growth rate for each
condition, where the maximum is constrained to be no higher than the high-glucose
growth rate. (A) Percentage of positive and negative differential epistases under ethanol
and glycerol conditions. (B) Ratio of positive to negative differential epistases in each
simulated condition. The result from a high-throughput experiment is also shown. The
letters A-P represent acetaldehyde, acetate, adenosine 3’,5’-bisphosphate, adenosyl me-
thionine, adenosine, alanine, allantoin, arginine, ethanol, glutamate, glutamine, glyc-
erol, low glucose, phosphate, trehalose, and xanthosine, respectively. Note that in (B),
low glucose has the same growth rate as high-glucose, but has different epistatic inter-




Figure B.3: Epistasis dynamics between environmental perturbations under different
epistasis definition. (A) Number of gene pairs with various epistatic relationships
between ethanol and glycerol growth conditions under a lower (| | ≥ 0.001) and a
higher (| | ≥ 0.05) epistasis threshold. (B) The distribution for the percentages of
gene pairs with similar epistasis relations between any 2 of 16 conditions under a lower
(| | ≥ 0.001) and a higher (| | ≥ 0.05) epistasis threshold.
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Figure B.4: Analogous to Figure 3.3.3A, but using a maximum growth rate for each
condition, where the maximum is constrained to be no higher than the high-glucose
growth rate. Distribution for the number of conditions in which each epistatic interaction
exists. Note that ≈ 26% of epistatic relations are extremely stable (the very right bar)
and ≈ 19% are extremely dynamic (the very left bar).
B.2 Supporting Tables
Tables S1-S6 are available online at https://app.box.com/s/x1bx3bntyzlpbh3ciuwq.
B.2.1 Table Legends
Table S1. Wild-type growth rates used in the maximal growth rate simulations used for
Figures B.1 and B.4.
Table S2. Condition-specific epistases and sign-epistases prevalence in the iMM904
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yeast model.
Table S3. GO term enrichment analysis results for differential epistasis in transition to
ethanol.
Table S4. Properties of simulated systems that correlate with the ratio of positive to
negative differential epistases.
Table S5. List of epistatic interactions for the extremely stable, dynamic, and interme-
diate epistasis networks.






























































































Figure C.1: Comparison of fluxes when FALCON is run with enzyme abundance cal-
culated by direct evaluation (x-axis) and the minimum disjunction algorithm (y-axis);
error bars with length equal to one standard deviation are shown for both approaches as
a result of alternative solutions in FALCON. Yeast was evaluated with default (highly)
constrained (a) and minimally constrained (b) models, and no strong difference be-
tween direct evaluation or or the minimum disjunction method is observed in either
case. However, for human models with a highly constrained reaction set (RPMI media,
CORE-sign, and enzymatic direction) (c) and default constraints (d), we see there is a
large amount of variation between the two evaluation techniques. In the human cases,
two outliers were not shown that correspond to a single large flux cycle (‘release of B12
by simple diffusion’ and ‘transport of Adenosylcobalamin into the intestine’).
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Figure C.2: Shown are flux predictions using a number of methods and four different
models (Yeast 5 MC and Yeast 7 MC are minimally constrained Yeast 5 and Yeast 7;
Yeast 5 HC and Yeast 7 HC are highly constrained Yeast 5 and Yeast 7). Error bars
are shown for the Lee et al. method and for FALCON, where one side of the error bar
corresponds to a standard deviation. Note that there can be no variation for glucose in the
former case since glucose flux is fixed as part of the method. FALCON performs very
well for large fluxes (a-c), and is also the best performer in general for the next largest
flux, glycerol (d). It also has sporadic success for smaller fluxes, but all methods seem
to have trouble with the smallest fluxes (e.g. e). Note that fluxes are drawn in log scale
(specifically a flux v is drawn as sgn (v) log10 (1 + v)). Similar results are obtainable for
the 85% maximum growth condition.
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Figure C.3: Kernel-smoothed PDFs are drawn for correlations between the entire flux
vector estimated by FALCON on permuted and unpermuted data. Stability and corre-
lation are effected by constraints, as there are differences between the minimally con-
strained (b, d) and highly constrained (a, c) Yeast 7 models. 5,000 permutation repli-
cates were performed in all cases.
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Figure C.4: These figures are generated in the same way as those in Figure 4.4.2,
but for Human Recon 2 instead of Yeast 7. We used several different constraint sets
based on experimental media and exometabolic flux data in the NCI-60 cell lines [3].
These constraints were applied cumulatively, and are listed in the order of most con-
strained (b) to least constrained (f). Included are default Recon 2 constraints (f),
RPMI media constraints (e; function constrainCoReMinMaxSign; 556 constraints),
exometabolic fluxes with a common sign across all cell lines and replicates (d; func-
tion constrainCoReMinMaxSign; 567 cumulative constraints), enzymatic reaction di-
rectionality constraints from a linear MoMA fitting on the exometabolic flux data that
agree across all NCI-60 cell lines (c; constrainImputedInternal; 593 cumulative
constraints), and the same again considering all reactions instead of only enzymatic re-
actions (b; 618 cumulative constraints).
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Figure C.5: Pearson correlation between FALCON flux magnitudes, prerequisite en-
zyme complex estimates (from minDisj), and various simpler gene expression estimates
based on the list of genes associated to each reaction. For yeast (a), the upper and lower
triangles are the 75% and 85% maximum growth conditions, respectively, and human is
done similarly with the K562 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines (b). As for expression esti-
mates, the sum of expression and enzyme complex estimate levels are generally the least
correlated with other expression estimates. As expected, the enzyme complex estimates
are the most correlated with the FALCON fluxes, as they are used in the algorithm.
However, it is important to note that they are not very similar, exemplifying the affect
the network constraints play when determining flux. Interestingly, enzyme complex
abundance is found to correlate very highly with the maximum expression level for the
complex; this can be attributed to many genes having relatively simple complexes that
are isozymes, where one major isozyme is typically highly expressed.
C.2 Assumptions for enzyme complex formation
In order to quantify enzyme complex formation (sometimes called enzyme complex-
ation), the notion of an enzyme complex should be formalized. A protein complex
typically refers to two or more physically associated polypeptide chains, which is some-
times called a quaternary structure. Since we are not exclusively dealing with multi-
protein complexes, we refer to an enzyme complex as being one or more polypeptide
chains that act together to carry out metabolic catalysis.
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Assumption 1. A fundamental assumption that we need in order to guarantee an ac-
curate estimate of (unitless) enzyme complex abundance are the availability of accurate
measurements of their component subunits. Unfortunately, this is currently not possi-
ble, and we almost always must make do with mRNA measurements, which may even
have some degree of inaccuracy in measuring the mRNA abundance. What has been
seen is that Spearman’s ρ = 0.6 for correlation between RNA-Seq and protein intensity
in datasets from HeLa cells [190]. This implies that much can likely still be gleamed
from analyzing RNA-Seq data, but, an appropriate degree of caution must be used in
interpreting results based on RNA-Seq data. By incorporating more information, such
as metabolic constraints, we hope to obviate some of the error in estimating protein
intensity from RNA-Seq data.
Assumption 2. We also include the notion of isozymes–different proteins that cat-
alyze the same reaction–in our notion of enzyme complex. Isozymes may arise by
having one or more differing protein isoforms, and even though these isoforms may not
be present in the same complex at the same moment, we consider them to be part of the
enzyme complex since one could be substituted for the other.
As an example for assumptions described so far, take the F1 subcomplex of ATP
Synthase (Figure C.6), which is composed of seven protein subunits (distinguished by
color, left). On the right-hand side we see different isoforms depicted as different colors.
Error in expression data aside, instead of considering the abundances with multiplicity
and dividing their expression values by their multiplicity, it may be easier to simply note
that the axle peptide (shown in red in the center of the complex) only has one copy in the
complex, so its expression should be an overall good estimation of the F1 subcomplex
abundance. This reasoning will be useful later in considering why GPR rules may be
largely adequate for estimating the abundance of most enzyme complexes.
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Figure C.6: Illustration of the F1 part of the ATP Synthase complex (PDB ID 1E79;
Gibbons et al. 4, Bernstein et al. 5, Gezelter et al. 6). This illustration demonstrates both
how an enzyme complex may be constituted by multiple subunits (left), and how some
of those subunits may be products of the same gene and have differing stoichiometries
within the complex (right).
Assumption 3. The modeling of enzyme complex abundance can be tackled by using
nested sets of subcomplexes; each enzyme complex consists of multiple subcomplexes,
unless it is only a single protein or family of protein isozymes. These subcomplexes are
required for the enzyme complex to function (AND relationships), and can be thought of
as the division of the complex in to distinct units that each have some necessary function
for the complex, with the exception that we do not keep track of the multiplicity of
subcomplexes within a complex since this information is, in the current state of affairs,
not always known. However, there may be alternative versions of each functional set
(given by OR relationships). Eventually, this nested embedding terminates with a single
protein or set of peptide isoforms (e.g. isozymes). In the case of ATP Synthase, one
of its functional sets is represented by the F1 subcomplex. The F1 subcomplex itself
can be viewed as having two immediate subcomplexes: the single γ (axle) subunit and
three identical subcomplexes each made of an α and β subunit. Each αβ pair works
together to bind ADP and catalyze the reaction [191]. The αβ subcomplex itself then
has two subcomplexes composed of just an α subunit on the one hand and the β subunit
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on the other. It is obvious that one of these base-level functional subcomplexes (in this
example, either γ or αβ) will be in most limited supply, and that it will best represent
the overall enzyme complex abundance (discounting the issues of multiplicity for αβ,
see Assumption 4).
The hierarchical structure just described, when written out in Boolean, will give a
rule in CNF (conjunctive normal form), or more specifically (owing to the lack of nega-
tions), clausal normal form, where a clause is a disjunction of literals (genes). This is
because all relations are ANDs (conjunctions), except possibly at the inner-most sub-
complexes that have alternative isoforms, which are expressed as ORs (disjunctions).
Since GPR rules alone only specify the requirements for enzyme complex formation,
we will see that not all forms of Boolean rules are equally useful in evaluating the en-
zyme complex abundance, but we have established the assumptions in Table C.1 and
an alternative and logically equivalent rule [160] under which we can estimate enzyme
complex copy number.
There is no guarantee that a GPR rule has been written down with this hierarchi-
cal structure in mind, though it is likely the case much of the time as it is a natural
way to model complexes. However, any GPR rule can be interpreted in the context of
this hierarchical view due to the existence of a logically equivalent CNF rule for any
non-CNF rule, and it is obvious that logical equivalence is all that is required to check
for enzyme complex formation when exact isoform stoichiometry is unknown. As an
example, we consider another common formulation for GPR rules, and a way to think
about enzyme structure—disjunctive normal form (DNF). A DNF rule is a disjunctive
list of conjunctions of peptide isoforms, where each conjunction is some variation of
the enzyme complex due to substituting in different isoforms for some of the required
subunits. A rule with a more complicated structure and compatible isoforms across sub-
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Table C.1: A list of assumptions about how Gene-Protein-Reaction rules can describe
enzyme complex stoichiometry.
Table C.1. Assumptions in GPR-based Enzyme Complex Formation
1. Expression values are highly correlated with the copy numbers of their
corresponding peptide isoforms.
2. Protein isoforms contributing to isozymes are considered part of the same
enzyme complex.
3. Any enzyme complex can be described as a hierarchical subset of (possi-
bly redundant) subcomplexes; redundant subcomplexes, as elaborated in
(4), are not currently modeled.
4. Assume one copy of peptide per complex; exact isoform stoichiometry is
not considered.
5. With the exception of complexes having identical rules (i.e. the same
complex listed for different reactions), each copy of a peptide is available
for all complexes in the model.
6. There is only one active site per enzyme complex.
7. We assume that different pathways have similar flux sensitivities with
respect to their enzyme abundances.
8. If a particular subcomplex can be catalyzed by A and it can also be cat-
alyzed by A and B (e.g. B acts as a regulatory unit, as in holoenzymes),
this just simplifies to A once expression values are substituted in. Sim-
ilarly, allosteric regulation is not modeled. Relatedly, there are no NOT
operations in GPR rules (just ANDs and ORs).
9. Enzyme complexes form without the assistance of protein chaperones
and formation is not coupled to other reactions.
10. Post-translational modifications do not affect complex formation.
11. Rate of formation and degradation of complexes doesn’t play a role, since
we assume steady-state.
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complexes may be written more succinctly in CNF, whereas a rule with only very few
alternatives derived from isoform variants may be represented clearly with DNF. In rare
cases, it is possible that a GPR rule is written in neither DNF or CNF, perhaps because
neither of these two alternatives above are strictly the case, and some other rule is more
succinct.
Assumptions 4, 5 and 6. One active site per enzyme complex implies a single com-
plex can only catalyze one reaction at a time. Multimeric complexes with one active site
per identical subunit would be considered as one enzyme complex per subunit in this
model. Note that it is possible for an enzyme complex to catalyze different reactions. In
fact, some transporter complexes can transfer many different metabolites across a lipid
bilayer—up to 294 distinct reactions in the reversible model for solute carrier family 7
(Gene ID 9057). Another example is the ligation or hydrolysis of nucleotide, fatty acid,
or peptide chains, where chains of different length may all be substrates or products of
the same enzyme complex. While we do not explicitly consider these in in the mini-
mum disjunction algorithm, these redundancies are taken into account subsequently in
Algorithm 1.
What is currently not considered in our process is that some peptide isoforms may
find use in completely different complexes, and in some cases, individual peptides may
have multiple active sites; in the first case, we assume an unrealistic case of superpo-
sition where the isoform can simultaneously function in more than one complex. The
primary reason we have not tackled this problem is because exact subunit stoichiome-
try of most enzyme complexes is not accurately known, but an increasing abundance of
data on BRENDA [192] gives some hope to this problem. A recent E. coli metabolic
model incorporating the metabolism of all known gene products [187] also includes pu-
tative enzyme complex stoichiometry in GPR rules. For the second point, there are a
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few enzymes where a single polypeptide may have multiple active sites (e.g. fatty acid
synthase), and this is not currently taken into account in our model.
Assumption 8. We do not make any special assumptions requiring symmetry of an
isoform within a complex. For instance, the example in assumption 8 shows how you
might have one subcomponent composed of a single isoform, and another subcompo-
nent composed of that gene in addition to another isoform. In this case, it is simply
reduced to being the first gene only that is required, since clearly the second is strictly
optional. That isn’t to say that the second gene may not have some metabolic effect, such
as (potentially) aiding in structural ability or altering the catalytic rate, but it should
have no bearing on the formation of a functional catalytic complex. Holoenzymes—
enzymes with metabolic cofactors or protein subunits that have a regulatory function for
the complex—would likely be the only situation where this type of rule might need to
be considered in more detail. But in the absence of detailed kinetic information, this
consideration (much like allosteric regulation) is not useful.
No additional algorithmic considerations are needed, as this is a by-product of the
conversion to CNF. For instance, take the following example where the second conjunc-
tion has the redundant gene g3:
(g1 ∧ g2) ∨ (g1 ∧ g2 ∧ g3)
Distributing during the process of conversion to CNF results in:
g1 ∧ (g1 ∨ g2) ∧ (g1 ∨ g3) ∧ (g2 ∨ g1) ∧ g2 ∧ (g2 ∨ g3)
Because every disjunction with more than one literal is in conjunction with another
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disjunction with only one of its literals, the disjunction with fewer literals will be the
minimum of the two once evaluated. This applies to both of the singleton disjunctions
g1 and g2, so all other disjunctions will effectively be ignored (it is up to the implementer
whether the redundant sub-expressions are removed before evaluation):
g1 ∧XXXXX(g1 ∨ g2)∧XXXXX(g1 ∨ g3)∧XXXXX(g2 ∨ g1)∧g2XXXXX∧(g2 ∨ g3) = (g1 ∧ g2)
Assumption 7. Another important biochemical assumption is that reactions should
operate in a regime where they are sensitive to changes in the overall enzyme level in
the pathways that they belong in [166, 167]. This is perhaps the most important issue to
be explored further for methods like this, since if it is not true, some other adjustment
factor would be needed to make the method realistic. For instance, if all reactions in
a pathway are operating far below Vmax, but it is not the case in another pathway, the
current method does not have information on this, and will try to put more flux through
the first pathway than should be the case.
Assumptions 9, 10 and 11. Due to the quickness, stability, and energetic favora-
bility of enzyme complex formation, the absence of chaperones or coupled metabolic
reactions required for complex formation may be reasonable assumptions, but further
research is warranted [68]. Additionally, as in metabolism, we assume a steady state for
complex formation, so that rate laws regarding complex formation aren’t needed. How-
ever, further research may be warranted to investigate the use of a penalty for complex
levels based on mass action and protein-docking information. Requisite to this would be
addressing assumption 4. It would be surprising (but not impossible) if such a penalty
were very large due to the cost this would imply for many of the large and important
enzyme complexes present in all organisms [193]. A more serious consideration may
be that information on post-translational modification is not currently considered. Post-
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translational modification is highly context-specific and the relevant data is not as cheap
to get as expression data, so it may be some time before it can be integrated into the
modeling framework.
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Table C.2: Running times (in seconds, ± standard deviation) for FALCON using various
algorithms implemented in the Gurobi package. For yeast models, 1,000 replicates were
performed, and for the human model, 100 replicates were performed.
Model Primal-Simplex Dual-Simplex Barrier
Yeast 5.21 (2,061 reactions) 7.841 ± 1.697 7.611 ± 1.267 10.859 ± 2.788
Yeast 7.0 (3,498 reactions) 51.863 ± 22.731 65.317 ± 12.771 242.137 ± 57.129
Human 2.03 (7,440 reactions) 159.077 ± 24.903 152.297 ± 39.783 366.166 ± 92.321
C.3 Benchmarking of solvers
We have exclusively used the Gurobi solver [194] for this work, which is a highly com-
petitive solver that employs by default a parallel strategy to solving problems: a different
algorithm is run simultaneously, and as soon as one algorithm finished the others termi-
nate. Of course, if there is a clear choice of algorithm for a particular problem class, this
should be used in production settings to avoid wasted CPU time and memory. In order
to address this, we benchmarked the three non-parallel solver methods in Gurobi (since
parallel solvers simply use multiple methods simultaneously). The exception to this rule
is the Barrier method, which can use multiple threads, but in practice for our models ap-
pears to use no more than about 6 full CPU cores simultaneously for our models. Our
results for Yeast 5 and Yeast 7 with minimal directionality constraints [1, 162, 165] and
Human Recon 2 [63] are shown in Table C.2).
We found that in Yeast 7 with the primal-simplex solver, there is a chance the solver
will fail to find a feasible solution. We verified that this is a numeric issue in Gurobi and
can be fixed by setting the Gurobi parameter MarkowitzTol to a larger value (which
decreases time-efficiency but limits the numerical error in the simplex algorithm). In
practice, failure for the algorithm to converge at an advanced iteration is rare and is
not always a major problem (since the previous flux estimate by the advanced iteration
should already be quite good), but it is certainly undesirable; a warning message will be
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Table C.3: Running time per FALCON iteration (in seconds, ± standard deviation)
using various algorithms implemented in the Gurobi package. For yeast models, 1,000
replicates were performed, and for the human model, 100 replicates were performed.
Model Primal-Simplex Dual-Simplex Barrier
Yeast 5.21 (2,061 reactions) 0.721 ± 0.023 0.652 ± 0.040 1.100 ± 0.112
Yeast 7.0 (3,498 reactions) 2.725 ± 0.298 2.469 ± 0.289 11.309 ± 1.589
Human 2.03 (7,440 reactions) 6.422 ± 0.484 5.233 ± 0.661 15.782 ± 3.209
printed by falcon if this occurs, at which point parameter settings can be investigated.
In the future, we plan to improve falcon so that parameters will be adjusted as needed
during progression of the algorithm after finding a good test suite of models and data.
For now, we use the dual-simplex solver, for which we have always had good results.
Because the number of iterations depends non-trivially on the model and the expres-
sion data, it may be more helpful to look at the average time per iteration in the above
examples (Table C.3).
Given the above rare trouble with primal simplex solver the universal best perfor-
mance enjoyed by the dual-simplex method (Tables C.2 and C.3), we would advise the
dual-simplex algorithms, all else being equal. The dual-simplex method is also recom-
mended for memory-efficiency by Gurobi documentation, but we did not observe any
differences in memory for different solver methods.
All timing analyses were performed on a system with four 8-core AMD Opteron™
6136 processors operating at 2.4 GHz. Figure C.2, Table 4.1, and Tables C.2 and C.3
used a single unperturbed expression file per species (S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens; see
timingAnalysis.m for details). Values were averaged across 32 replicates. Note that
the iMAT method is formulated as a mixed integer program [30], and was able to use
additional parallelization of the solver [194] whereas other methods only used a single
core (our system had 32 cores and iMAT with Gurobi would use all of them). Tables C.2
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and C.3 used multivariate log-normal noise multiplied by the original expression vector
to introduce more variance in the calculations; the human models were tested with 100
replicates and the yeast models with 500 replicates.
C.4 Generation of figures and tables
All non-trivial figures can be generated using MATLAB scripts found in the
analysis/figures subdirectory of the FALCON installation. In particular, fig-
ures should be generated through the master script makeMethodFigures.m by call-
ing makeMethodFigures(figName) where figName has a name corresponding to
the desired figure. In some cases, some MATLAB .mat files will need to be gen-
erated by other scripts first; see the plotting scripts or the subsections below for de-
tails. An example is to make the scatter plots showing the difference between run-
ning falcon with enzyme abundances determined by direct evaluation or the mini-
mum disjunction algorithm; all three scatter plots are generated with the command
makeMethodFigures('fluxCmpScatter'). Note that, as written, this requires a
graphical MATLAB session.
Comparison of the effects of the employed enzyme complexation methods were eval-
uated using compareEnzymeExpression.m and compareFluxByRGroup.m. Compar-
ison of reaction groups was performed in compareFluxByRGroup.m.
C.4.1 Timing analyses
All timing analyses were performed on a system with four 8-core AMD Opteron™ 6136
processors operating at 2.4 GHz. Figure C.2 and Table 4.1 used unperturbed expression
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data; see yeastResults.m for details). Values for the FALCON method were averaged
across 32 replicates, while values for the Lee et al. 1 method were averaged across
8 replicates. Human timing analyses were performed using methodTimer.m with 8
replicates.
C.4.2 Data sources
Enzyme complexation comparisons were performed on proteomics data from Gholami
et al. 164 (Human; 786-O cell line) and Picotti et al. 163 (yeast; BY strain), and on
RNA-Seq data from Lee et al. 1 (yeast; 75% max µ condition).
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APPENDIX D




Figure D.1: The same reaction is used in both figures, and in both instances, a slightly
negative weight on the reaction appears to be most beneficial (compare to 0, which
represents the wild-type). Weight on a (linear or quadratic, respectively) regularization
objective component is shown on the y-axis, which is often a helpful constant both
biologically and for removing invalid flux cycles [7, 8].
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Figure D.2: Flux restriction increases the percentage of negative epistatic interactions.
Data taken from Xu et al. [9].
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(a) 50% Gaussian sampling












Figure D.3: Example distributions of beneficial mutations for the yeast YPE example
when sampling 50% of flux mutations within the larger FVA bound using a truncated




D.2.1 Evolutionary path analysis
The repository housing the project is currently located at: https://github.com/
bbarker/COBRAscripts. The C code which is used for the analysis may be found
in the MyProjects/AdaptiveMuts/TreeTraversal subdirectory.
The power-set of mutations can be ordered in the natural binary order. For instance,
four mutations can be ordered from 0000 (wild-type) to 1111 (all mutations present) ,
where a ’0’ denotes the absence of the given mutation and a ’1’ denotes its presence. An
example of the four mutation case can be given in one line of a text file as follows:
0.013743, 0.024794, 0.020672, 0.023515, 0.019147, 0.02291, 0, 0, 0.017884,
0.024196, 0.016066, 0.023515, 0.015166, 0.02291, 0, 0
The first fitness in the list, which corresponds to the wild-type, is the divisor in the
following output from printPaths1, showing all 4! paths that may arise from the above
mutants.
*** Replicate 0 ***
0 4 3 2 1
1.000000 1.301317 1.103544 0.000000 0.000000
0 4 3 1 2
1.000000 1.301317 1.103544 1.667030 0.000000
0 4 2 3 1
1.000000 1.301317 1.169032 0.000000 0.000000
1printpaths has the same usage as trapFind; see page 150
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0 4 2 1 3
1.000000 1.301317 1.169032 1.711053 0.000000
0 4 1 3 2
1.000000 1.301317 1.760605 1.667030 0.000000
0 4 1 2 3
1.000000 1.301317 1.760605 1.711053 0.000000
0 3 4 2 1
1.000000 1.393218 1.103544 0.000000 0.000000
0 3 4 1 2
1.000000 1.393218 1.103544 1.667030 0.000000
0 3 2 4 1
1.000000 1.393218 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0 3 2 1 4
1.000000 1.393218 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0 3 1 4 2
1.000000 1.393218 1.667030 1.667030 0.000000
0 3 1 2 4
1.000000 1.393218 1.667030 0.000000 0.000000
0 2 4 3 1
1.000000 1.504184 1.169032 0.000000 0.000000
0 2 4 1 3
1.000000 1.504184 1.169032 1.711053 0.000000
0 2 3 4 1
1.000000 1.504184 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
0 2 3 1 4
1.000000 1.504184 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
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0 2 1 4 3
1.000000 1.504184 1.711053 1.711053 0.000000
0 2 1 3 4
1.000000 1.504184 1.711053 0.000000 0.000000
0 1 4 3 2
1.000000 1.804118 1.760605 1.667030 0.000000
0 1 4 2 3
1.000000 1.804118 1.760605 1.711053 0.000000
0 1 3 4 2
1.000000 1.804118 1.667030 1.667030 0.000000
0 1 3 2 4
1.000000 1.804118 1.667030 0.000000 0.000000
0 1 2 4 3
1.000000 1.804118 1.711053 1.711053 0.000000
0 1 2 3 4
1.000000 1.804118 1.711053 0.000000 0.000000
’Replicate 0’ merely denotes that this output was due to the first example power set
of mutants in a file, since randomBeneficialPsets.m or randomAdaptivePsets.m
can be used to generate multiple sets of mutants. The primary difference between the two
scripts is that the former uses hard constraint changes as mutations, whereas the latter
uses weights (which is the version used in the present study). In an experimental setting,
it is much more likely that we would only have one replicate, which is exactly why
experimental settings are unlikely to be useful for showing trends in adaptive evolution.
Each line of fitnesses is preceded by a corresponding line which lists which mutation was
added at that point in the evolutionary path (0 to n where n is the number of mutations, so
n = 4 in this example). It may be desirable to map these mutations back to the reactions
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Table D.1: Example output of trapFind applied to experimental datasets. The input
files may be found in this project’s TreeTraversal/Experiments subdirectory.
study mutations reached optima trap: fitness decrease trap: local maxima
Weinreich et al. [174] 5 96 18 0
Khan et al. [178] 5 108 7 0
Chou et al. [173] 4 24 0 0
they are associated with in the model. This output from the above scripts is stored in
files with the suffix rxnlist.csv.
The trapFind program can be used to find how many paths have traps (local fitness
optima or fitness decreases) that prevent adaptation from reaching the global fitness
maximum among all combinations of mutations in the set.
This program takes as its first argument a file containing comma-delimited lists of
mutant fitnesses described above, followed by the number of individual mutations as the
second argument, and the number of replicates (lines in the file) as the third argument:
trapFind [number of mutants] [number of replicates]
The output is contained in [original file prefix] trapAnalysis.csv. The
contents of the file are comma-separated lists (one per mutation set) that have the follow-
ing information: number of mutations, number of paths that reach the optimum, number
paths terminated due to a decrease in fitness, and the number of paths terminated due to
local maxima. As a further example, the output for three experimental datasets has been
listed (Table D.1).
Note that some paths that become trapped may have themselves branched into other
paths, so the tally for the last three columns does not necessarily reach n!. If we consider
that neutral mutations are unlikely to become fixed in a population [174], only 18 of 120
paths are evolutionarily inaccessible, instead of the 96 encountered in this analysis.
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D.2.2 Pairwise adaptive mutations
The function we used to generate the pairwise epistasis data is randomEpistasisSampler
found in MyProjects/AdaptiveMuts. This function relies on another function in the
same directory for generating a pool of single mutants, randomSingleBeneMuts.
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